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I NTRODUCTION 
During the late 1980s, the term "community policing" became a 
popular buzzword among the law enforcement communit y . Police a gencie s 
throughout the country began implementing, or at least c l aiming t o 
implement community policing philosophies. A great deal of researc h has 
been conducted which attempts to explain what community policing i s and 
how to incorporate this policing method into current law enf orcement 
strategies. Despite the variations which may be found among the 
definitions of community policing, the basic principle o f this 
philosophy is a positive working relationship between the police and the 
community. 
Of the numerous studies conducted on the topic, not one ma j or study 
can be found which examines community policing in rural a reas. The 
study population for community policing research tends to b e very la r ge , 
urban areas. This may be due, in part, to the availability of research 
funds in these larger cities. It is unfortunate that researchers do not 
examine small, rural areas where the close-knit relationship between the 
police and the community encourages community policing. 
The objective of this research is to develop a better understanding 
of community policing and to gain insight into the relationship between 
officers and members of a small, rural community. The study population 
used in this research was Haskell County, Oklahoma. While this research 
was being conducted, the author of this study served as an off icer in 
Haskell County, thus providing full access to the officers and a 
participant-observer role in the observations of communit y polic i ng i n 
pra ctice. 
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In the as s essment of Haskell County law enforcement officers ' 
attitudes and behaviors toward the community, this research s et out t o 
answer three basic questions: First, "Do officers in Haskell County 
express favorable attitudes and behaviors toward the community ?"; 
second. "How knowledgeable are officers in Haskell County about 
community policing?"; third, "Are officers' attitudes and behav i ors 
toward the community different when compared by department, rank , age, 
experience, and education?" The research also set out to examine the 
development of community policing through a literature review, to 
demonstrate the disregard of small departments in previous community 
policing studies. and to compare the crime rates of not only rura l are as 
to metropolitan areas, but Haskell Count y 's crime rate t o other 
geographically near areas. 
This research will use both qualitative and quantitative me thods . 
The observational findings of the participant-observer study will be 
combined with the statistical data collected from examining crime rate s 
and survey findings. After examining the various aspect s o f this 
research, it is hoped that the reader will develop a better 
understanding of community policing and gain an insight view to t he 
relationship between officers and their community in Haskell County, 
Oklahoma. 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The Evolution of Policing 
Early forms of policing were very communi t y o r iented. Able bodied 
men vo l unteered their time as night watchmen, warning of f ires , cat tle 
breaking loose, assisting lost travelers, and questioning suspic ious 
persons. Most everyone recognized their role in protecting the 
community. 
Imitating the policing system of England, the principle l aw 
enf orcement officers in early America were county sheriffs . The se 
sheriffs, assisted by deputies, were paid not by salaries, but by the 
services they performed (Adler, Mueller, and Lauf er, 1991 , p . 377) . By 
the early nineteenth century , the growth of metropolitan areas lead t o 
the need of a more formal system of law enf orcement. I nstead of 
community volunteers, policing was beginning t o be the job of o r gan i zed 
uniformed forces paid by local governments. Boston, Massa chuse tt s , 
organized its first police force in 1838, followed by New Yo r k City i n 
1844 and Phi l ade l phia in 1854 (Ibid., p. 378 ) . 
By the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, polic e off i cer s 
were government employees which were cons i dered di ff erent than c i vi l i ans 
in the community. This difference, however, did not aliena te th e policy 
from the public. Officers patrolled on foot or horsebac k , coming into 
direct contact with the citizens the y protected . Off icers pe rsonally 
knew each member of the community they patrol led due to th e constant one 
on one contact. 
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As with other prof essions during that era, technology changed t he 
way in which officers per fo rmed t he ir duties. The most signi f icant 
change occurred in the late nineteenth century with the introduction of 
the automobile. In 1899, the Akron, Ohio Police Depa rtment bec ame t he 
first law enforcement agency i n the world to use a motorized patr ol 
vehicle (The New Encyclopedia Britannica, 1992, p. 96 7) . The automobi l e 
provided a more comfortable means of patrol, as we ll as increasing t he 
rapidness of response to calls . Department s across t he nation began 
using motorized patrols, slowly replacing f oot patrols through t he early 
twentieth century. 
On the surface, motorized patrols seemed to be the greatest 
advancement in law enforcement to date. Officers were not f atigued due 
to lengthy foot patrols, response time was decreased, and off icers cou ld 
carry more equipment in their vehicle than they ever could on thei r body 
or horse. While these were certainly positive aspect s of motor ized 
patrol, the major negative aspect of this new technology was overlooked. 
Officers were becoming detached from their community. Instead of 
walking through neighborhoods and business areas, personally interacting 
with the public, officers now drove down the street without s peaking to 
anyone. The only direct interaction anyone had with an of f i ce r by this 
time was as a victim of crime or as an of f ender. Motorized patrol began 
to alienate the police from the community. 
The diminishing relationship between the police and the communit y 
was brought to a head in the 1960s. Civil rights and anti-war 
protesters had numerous highly publicized clashes with police. To many 
citizens, especially minorities and youth, the police were seen as the 
enemy, a tool of government oppression. Instead of being comforted by 
pol i cy presence, many members of the community were actua lly in f ea r of 
the police. A study published in 196 6 f ound tha t 43% of blacks and 36% 
of whites were afraid to call the police (Cromwel l and Kee f er, 1973, 
p. 3.) 
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Unfortunately, it is the very people who need the police t he mos t 
who of ten have the greatest fear of them. While many of these people 
are fearful at the thought of calling the police, it is the police that 
is often their primary source of aid and assistance. For example, 
whereas a middle class famil y might consult a psychotherapist over a 
serious domestic problem, a lower class famil y is more likel y t o present 
a similar case to the patrolman who answers a disturbance call at their 
residence (Fink and Sealy, 1974, p. 120- 121 ) . 
Police officers became increasing l y frustrated as their re l ations 
with the community worsened. A survey in the mid- 1960s f ound t ha t 26 % 
of officers believed "relations with the public" was the prinCi ple 
problem faced by the police. When asked what f actor they liked l eas t 
about police work, 22 % of officers citE::d "lack of respect" (C romwe l l and 
Keefer, 1973, p. 2). Another survey of of f icers during that time f ound 
that 73 % of police officers felt the public was "against the poli ce " or 
"hates the police." Only 12% of officers surveyed f elt that the publ ic 
"likes the police" (Westley, 1970, p. 10 7) . 
Police-Community Relations 
Recognizing the need for change, police agencies and institutions 
sought methods to improve relations between the police and community. 
This effort aimed at decreasing the alienation between citizens and the 
police became known as police-communit y relations. Some authors have 
traced the development of the police-community relations concept t o an 
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annual confe rence in 1955. Entitled , the " National Institute of Pol i c e 
and Community Re l ations," the meeting s were sponsored j ointly by the 
National Conference of Christ ians and Jews as wel l a s the Michigan St a t e 
University School of Police Administration and Public Sa f ety 
(Schmalleger, 1991, p. 183 ) . 
One of the most important aspects of police-community relat i ons was 
correcting the misperceptions the police and the public may have toward 
each other. Police and the community had to rid themselves o f t h e 
negative stereotypes of each other which hampered positive r e lations . 
According to James Sterling (197 2 , p. 280), better relations woul d 
result if effective communication between the police and the public was 
accomplished. As police officers and members of the communit y became 
more familiar with each other, each would begin to recognize t heir 
stereotypes and work toward ending any prejudi cial feeling s toward the 
other group. 
The standard police-community relations practice during t he la t e 
1960s and early 1970s was f or each department to establish a p o l ice-
community relations or public relations unit. These units were mad e up 
of a group of officers whose goal was to "make friends" with the 
community (Trojanowicz and Carter, 1988, p. 3). These public re l ations 
units would promote the police department by speaking t o civi c g r oup s , 
meeting with business leaders, and giving tours of the police st a tion to 
the public. 
In the late 19605, the Waco, Texas Police Department became one o f 
the first in the nation to establish a "ride-along" program. Ci tiz.ens 
were allowed to ride with an officer f or a few hours during the day and 
actually experience police work f irst hand. Myths and stereotypes about 
off icers be gan t o f ade a s members o f the communit y h ad the opportunity 
to j udg e police f rom the inside ( Fink and Sealy , 1974 , p . 81) . 
The Burnsville, Minnesota Police Department became very a ctive i n 
pol i ce-community relations. Police Chie f Dav id Cooper rename d h i s 
police officers "public safety officers" and required each o f them t o 
hold at least a bachelor's degree. To add to their prof essiona l 
appearance, all o ff icers were required to wear dress-styl e blaze r s a s 
part o f their uniform (Bopp, 1972, p. 409 ) . 
One of the most radical programs during the public relations era 
was "Operation Empathy." In this program, several Covina, Cal i f ornia 
police officers went undercover as "skid row bums." Liv i ng on the 
streets for several day s at a time among the homeless, these off icers 
judged the way they were treated by fellow police of f icers wh o c ame in 
contact with them, unaware of the "bum's" true identit y . Not only d i d 
this program allow officers to view their profession from a diff erent 
perspective, it caused many of them to become more s ymp a thetic t o t he 
homeless (Fink and Sealy, 1974, p. 94). 
According to Bopp (1972, p. 339), the efforts o f police-communit y 
relations can be classified into four types by their orientation: 
Externally Oriented, Youth Oriented, Service Oriented, and Internally 
Oriented. 
Externally oriented programs were those police-communit y r e lations 
efforts which were designed to benefit the communi ty as a whole through 
police involvement. These programs were open to most everyone and were 
designed to improve the public's perception o f the police. Examples o f 
externally oriented programs were tours of the station house, ride-
alongs, organizing neighborhood watches, and improving relations with 
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th e media s o t ha t a more positive portrayal of off icers is given t o t he 
public. 
Youth oriented programs were t hose designed to directly as s ist 
youth people and improve relations with juveniles. An examp l e of s uch a 
program was "Cop on Campus," a program conceived in the Fal l of 1966 by 
the Monterey Park Community Relations Committee. The proj ect invol ved 
placing an officer on the school's campus on a regular basis t o meet 
with students and discuss questions the y may have about law enf orcement. 
The assigned officer was used strictly f or providing inf ormation t o the 
students , not involving himsel f with any police investigation or action 
on campus. It was hoped that the program would result in increased 
communication between police and young people, which would continue into 
adulthood (Ibid., p. 184-185). 
Service oriented programs were designed to allev iate probl ems in 
the community. These programs ass i sted with unemplo yment, 
rehabilitation, and poverty. Officers were already accustomed t o 
service calls, as they are a major part of an officer' s duti es . A s tudy 
of citizen calls to the Syracuse, New York Police Department f or a two 
week period during the summer of 1966 revealed that 37.5 % we re s e rvi ce 
calls (Fink and Sealy, 1974, p. 188). 
Internally oriented programs are those which seek t o improve 
police-community relations by focusing on the department it s elf . 
Examples of internally oriented efforts include special training f or 
officers to teach them more effective public communication or improving 
the hiring standards of officers. "Operation Empathy," mentioned 
earlier in this paper, is an excellent example of an internally oriented 
police-community relations program. 
The use o f auxiliary or reserve officers increased during the era 
of police-community relations. The first widespread us e o f reserve 
police off icers came d uring World Wa r II a s a means o f replac ing t he 
thousands o f o f ficers who le f t their communities t o become s o ld i e r s . 
During the 1960s, many departments recognized the usef ulne s s o f re s erve 
officers and began recruiting candidates. 
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The reserve o ff icer can provide a vital link between the pol ice and 
the community. Officers view the reservist as a part-time polic e 
of f icer while the community recognizes the reservist as a fellow citiz e n 
who they may trust more than a full-time officer. Many victims or 
offenders may recognize the reserve officer from work, school , c hurch , 
or t heir neighborhood. Many citizens may be able to speak mo r e 
comfortably to this fami l iar f ace. Also, it has been f ound t hat r eserve 
officers have less of an authoritarian attitude than many fu ll-time 
officers and thus can better relate to people ( Ibid ., p . 64 ) . 
Reserve officers are police academy trained , but usua lly ha v e le ss 
training than full-time officers. These reservi s ts wo rk pa rt-time , 
frequently without pay. While some department s us e r e se r v es f or 
secondary roles such as clerical or traffic control dut i e s , othe r 
departments us e them to maintain two-may units or g ive them the same 
powers, responsibilities and duties as their full-time o ff ic e r s CBo pp, 
1972, p. 58-59). 
Team Policing 
An extension of the police-community relations movement was the us e 
of team policing. The idea of team policing orig inated during the 1940s 
in Aberdeen, Scotland. The idea was to replace traditional be ats with a 
larg e district, to be patro lled by a team of constables under the 
-
command o f a sergeant who had suff icie n t discre tionary power t o ad j ust 
patrolling methods and administrative disposition of the men in h i s 
command to suit the needs o f each district (Fink a nd Sealy , 19 74 , 
p. 151). 
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In 1967, the Police Task Force of the President's Commis s ion on Law 
Enf orcement and Administration o f Justice proposed team policing as a 
vehicle to bring together the beat officer and the community ( Ro s en baum 
and Lurigio, 1994, p. 301). Team policing has been defined a s a 
"strategy f or improving contacts between citizens and t h e police, 
whereby a team of officers is responsible f or a spec if ic neighborhood on 
a twenty-four hour basis" (Adler, Mueller, and Laufer,. 1991, p. 391 ) . 
Team policing assigned officers on a semi-permane nt b a sis, o r l on g-
term beat assignment, to a particular neighborhood. It wa s expected 
these officers would become familiar with the problems and c oncerns of 
the community. It also gave officers more power to process inc ide nts 
from the time it was reported until it was resolved, thus a llowing 
crimes to be investigated and solved at the local level (Schma llege r, 
1991, p. 184). 
All of the efforts the era of police-community relations and team 
policing were important steps to inc l uding the communit y in law 
enforcement. Unfortunately, many o f the effort s during thi s era wer e 
more for show than for substance. All too often, police-community 
relations emphasized "public relations" instead o f making a 
philosophical change in the way police related to their constituents. 
Citizens often rightly perceived that the goal of public relations units 
were to put a "good face" on whatever the police did. Many citizens 
viewed these officers with skepticism, correctly perceiving that they 
had no a bility to e f f ect cha nges within the department or governmental 
s tructure (Trojanowi cz and Car ter, 1988 , p. 3 ) . Police a gencie s h a d 
recognized the importance of the community wit h i n the concept of 
policing , but a mor e genuine philosophy was needed . 
Community Policing 
By the late 1980s, the importance of involv ing the communi t y i n 
their own local law enforcement became popular once a gain. Th i s time, 
however, proponents wanted a more sincere ef f ort. I nstead o f publi c 
relations gimmicks, a philosophy of the police and citizens wo r k ing i n 
cooperation to solve problems within their community was developing 
acros s the nation. This community oriented focus by law enf o rcement 
became known as community policing. 
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Perhap s there is no trul y accurate definition o f the term 
"community policing ." For each person who deals with the subj e c t, t here 
seems to be an additional definition. Def initions and descr ip tions o f 
the philosophy range from one simple sentence t o pa ges of c o mp l e x 
explanations. The book, Criminology, de f ines community po lic i n g a s a 
"strategy that relies on public confidence and citizen coop e r a tion t o 
help prevent crime and make the residents o f a community f e e l more 
secure" (Adler, Mueller, and Laufer, 1991, p. 390). Former Minneapol i s 
Police Chief Anthony Bouza wrote that community oriented po l icing "i s 
nothing more than the recognition that something must be done a bout 
conditions that threaten the community's sense of order and well-being , 
whether the conditions are police problems or not" (Bouza, 19980, 
p. 237). 
Community policing seeks to bring the police and the public 
together so that they are jointly responsible for soc ial order. This is 
.. 
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done by creating a working partnership between the community and the 
police as a result of actively involving the communit y with the police 
i n the task of crime control. According to Jerome Skolnick , community 
policing is "grounded on the notion that, together, police and public 
are more effective and more humane coproducers of saf ety and pub l i c 
order than are the police alone" (Schmalleger, 1991, p . 185) . 
One of the major researchers and proponents of community policing 
was Robert Trojanowicz. Trojanowicz was the director and pro f ess or of 
the School of Criminal Justice at Michigan State University . He 
authored numerous books and articles on community policing during the 
late 1980s and early 1990s. He defined community policing as "a 
philosophy and not a specific tactic, community policing is a proactive, 
decentralized approach, designed to reduce crime, disorder, and, by 
extension, fear of crime, by intensely involving the same of ficer i n t he 
same community on a long-term basis, so that the residents wil l develop 
trust to cooperate with the policy by providing information and 
assistance to achieve those three crucial goals" (Trojanowicz and Cater, 
1988, p. 17). 
Community policing seeks to intervene directly in the twin 
problems of crime and disorder in communities by direct 
involvement in the community. The community policing of ficer 
acts as a uniformed armed presence to deter crime, but equall y 
as important, he or she also takes action with citizen 
assistance to resolve problems before they erupt as crime. 
The officer performs a myriad of service, from educating 
citizens on preventing crime and organizing neighborhood 
organizations to gathering information that leads directly to 
the apprehension of criminals. In addition, the community 
policing officer also targets specific populations for special 
attention, typically children, women, and the elderly . The 
officers' efforts have concrete impact on the day-to-day lives 
of community residents ( Ibid.). 
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Communit y policing should not be mistaken as simply anothe r public 
relations effort. While improved relations with the public i s certainly 
a positive result of community policing, it is not the goal. David T . 
Bayley has stated that "as a public relations strategy , communit y 
policing is exceedingly clever" (Ibid., p. 20 ) . Citizens should be 
genuinely satisfied with their police not becaus e of community 
policing's outward appearance, but the positive result s of the 
philosophy. 
When compared, there is a clear difference between communit y 
policing and police-community relations. 
Not only is community policing different from police-community 
relations, it is different from traditional policing as well. Wh i l e 
traditional policing focuses on solving crimes, community policing is a 
broader probl~m-solving approach. Traditional policing deals with 
incidents, especially those crimes involving violence and h i gh dollar 
property loss. Community policing deals with the problems and concerns 
of citizens, especially those which disturb the community the most. 
Finally, traditional policing's effectiveness is determined by response 
times while the effectiveness of community policing is determined by 
public cooperation (Sparrow, 1988, p. 8). 
While traditional methods of law enforcement are different than 
those of community policing, they are not incompatible. These two 
methods of law enforcement should remain partners. Within community 
policing, therefore, arrest-oriented, get-tough solutions are not only 
used, but often requested from citizens (Fleissner and others, 1992, 
p. 16). As Portland, Oregon Community Police Officer Wayne Kuechler 
said, "Rather than to admonish and abandon tradition, community policing 
.. 
Community Policing 
Based on organizational theory, open 
systems t h eory, critical theory , 
normative sponsorship theory, and 
public policy analysis. 
Requires a f undamental change in the 
overall mission of the department 
and increased expectations of the 
community. 
Requires everyone in the department, 
sworn and civilian personnel at all 
levels, to explore how they can 
carry out the mission through their 
actions on the j ob. 
Measures success qualitatively, such 
as citizen involvement, fear of 
crime, improvement in quality of 
life, and real and perceived 
improvement in chronic problems. 
The goal is to solve problems. 
Regular contact of of f ice with 
citizen. 
Department wide philosophy and 
acceptance. 
Of f icer encourages citizens to 
solve many of their own problems 
and volunteer to assist neighbors. 
Po l ice-Community Re l ations 
Based on conf lict theory , i n te r 
group r elations theory , and 
communica tions theory . 
Implies a narrow, bureaucrat i c 
response to a specif ic prob l em. 
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Uses an isolated specialty unit 
made up exclusively of s t aff 
personnel whose duties are bound 
by the narrow definition of their 
goals. 
Measures success quantitative l y , 
such as number of arrest s , 
clearance rates, and number of 
complaints against of ficers. 
The goal is to change attitudes 
and pro j ect a positiv e i mage. 
Irregular contact of off icer with 
citizen. 
Isolated acceptanc e of ten 
localiz ed to PCR unit. 
Citizens are encoura ged t o 
volunteer but are to l d t o reque s t 
and expect more government ( law 
enforcement) services. 
(Trojanowicz, 1990, p . 7-10) . 
seeks to expand t he reach of traditional l aw enf orcement and i s not a 
r eplacement, but rather an enhancement. of the system in place" 
(Kuechler, 1992, p. 12) . 
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Now that we have established that community policing is dif f erent 
from both traditional policing and police-community relations, a more 
practical explanation of community pol icing i s needed. Acc or ding t o t he 
National Institute of Justice (1992, p. 3-4 ) , there are several 
important elements of community policing. For example, individual 
officers are moved from the isolation of a patrol car t o dir ec t con t act 
with members of the community. This increased contact with citizens 
helps to develop a partnership between the communit y and the police, 
thus increasing police accountability. Officers become familiar with 
the needs of their community and are given more power and authorit y t o 
solve neighborhood problems. Also, officers are put into positions t o 
engage in crime prevention more than just emergency response. 
A typical community policing officer's daily activities include 
numerous activities not traditionally associated with police wor k . 
Community police officers may be seen on foot patrol, going door-t o-door 
asking residents how the department can better serve them. Thes e 
officers meet with community groups, local merchants, and student s a t 
school. Community police officers analyze and solve neighborhood 
problems, as well as help organize citizen crime prevention programs . 
In larger cities, police substations may be opened and operated by 
community police officers (Mastrofski, 1992, p . 24). 
In 1990, Portland, Oregon became one of the first cities in the 
United States to make a complete transition to communit y policing. 
According to Kuechler (1992, p. 13), there are several suggestions which 
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should be f ol l owe d by a department when using community policing : Every 
officer should be involved and contribute, it is not an e ff ort f or only 
a select g roup. Do not replace traditional policing methods, but 
enhance them with community policing methods. Because the 
implementation of community policing may take years, everyone must be 
patient. The department should be consistent with it s effort s, 
inconsistencies are often used to justify resistance. Don't attempt t o 
change everything at once, supervisors must first change be f or e of fi c e r s 
should be expected to accept the philosophy. Finally , chang e wil l bring 
resistance so be prepared and develop strategies to address these 
concerns. 
Another needed and important aspect o f community policing is 
citizen satisfaction. Across the nation, citizens are demanding t he 
satisfaction and efficiency of their police officers that t h e y would be 
private business. Many consumers o f policing servic es have reacted t o 
their lack of satisf action by reducing their tax dollars f or police , 
while spending more and more dollars for private security. There are 
currently more private security officers in the United States t han sworn 
police officers (Trojanowicz and Carter, 1988, p. 7). Communit y 
policing allows citizens to feel more satisfaction and have more control 
over the implementation of their police, as they would with private 
security. 
Service Orientation of Police 
When many people think of police officers , they see rough and tough 
uniformed officers speeding down the road with red lights flash i n g , 
siren wailing, prepared to do battle. When the officer arrive s at the 
scene of the crime, a gun battle erupts, trapping the officers behind 
-
their cars. Just as it seems the cr i minals are about to de f eat t hem, 
the heroic of f icers suddenly take control, s hooting their way in and 
a rresting those criminals who survived the battle. 
This view of police work can be accredited to, or blamed on, the 
media, movies, and television. According to Bouza (1990, p. 29) , t he 
American public receives most of its informa tion on the police f r om 
television programs. Unfortunately, these programs conv ey grotesque 
distortions of reality and cause citizens to have unreal istic v iews of 
police work. Television programs and movies rarely show pol i ce 
conducting their most frequent and common dut y , service calls. 
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A study of citizen calls to the Syracuse, New York Police 
Department for a two week period during the summer of 1966 revealed that 
37.5% of calls were for service, 30.1 % had to do with ord er maintenance. 
22 % were f or information gathering , and only 10.3% concerned law 
enforcement (Fink and Sealy. 19 74 , p. 188) . The notion t hat when a ny 
service is needed, simply call the police, became easie r to do i n 19 67 
with the development of the 911 system. At least 80% of the ca lls 
officers respond to have nothing to do with crime (Bouza, 1990, p . 24) . 
Sterling (1972, p. 280) also found that only 20% of an off i cer' s time i s 
spent handling law enforcement calls while 80% of an officer' s time is 
spent performing a variety of community service activities . 
Other research has found even lower percentages of an of ficer' s 
time is spent enforcing the law. According to Bopp (1~72, p. 51). about 
90% of a peace officer's time is spent on non-punitive activities. 
Another research project which analyzed a typical patrolman's dut y hours 
found that crime control and law enf orcement account for only slightly 
more than 10% of an of f icer's time (Fink and Sealy. 1974, p. l09). This 
-
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f i gure is also supported by research conducted by the Bureau of Just i ce 
Statistics which f ound that less than 10% of a patrol of f icer's time is 
s pent on crime related activities. The remainder of an off icer' s time 
i s spent handling service calls (Trojanowicz and Carter, 1988 , p . 9) . 
While it is clear that 80% to 90%, depending on which source s are 
used, of an officer's time is spent on non-law enforcement activ itie s , 
very little training is given to officers on handling service calls. 
While an officer spends 90% .of his time in public service activities, 
only 10% .of his training concerned these service activities. Likewise , 
only 10% .of an officer's time is spent enforcing laws. but 90% of his 
training is in law enforcement (Cromwell and Keefer, 1973. p. 20) . 
Community policing deals more directly with the service orient ation 
of police work than have trad i tional law enforcement practices. A 
community policing officer is more accepting of his service-oriented 
duties and recognizes that such calls for service are an i mportant part 
of police work. By assisting with the needs of the communi t y . commun i t y 
policing can even further reduce the number of law en fo r cement calls by 
alleviating those problems which may lead to crime. A success f ull y 
completed service call may prevent numerous calls for law enf orcement. 
The Importance of the Individual Officer 
The key to successful community policing is the individual police 
officer. It is the individual patrol officer who comes into direct 
contact with citizens. By handling the public's most pressing problems 
and making complex decisions as situations arise, patrol off icers have 
the most important mission in law enforcement. According to Crisley 
Wood, executive director of the Neighborhood Justice Network in Boston, 
"The cop on the beat, who meets regularly with citizen groups, is the 
s ingl e most i mportant s ervice t hat t he Boston Police Department can 
provide" (Kelling , 1988, p. 4). 
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Not only do patrol off icers come into direct cont act with ci t iz ens , 
but their discretionary power also adds to t heir i mportance in t he 
~uccessful implementation of communit y policing . Whil e on patrol , 
off icers decide which laws to enf orce, who to speak with in the 
community, and thus, the extent to which community policing wil l be used 
(Schmalleger, 1991, p. 186) . For example, the discretionary power t hat 
officers have on a traf f ic stop is an important element in t he publ ic's 
perception of police officers. While writing a traffic warning or 
ticket may seem routine to an officer, it may be a very stress f ul 
experience to the motorist being stopped (Bopp, 197 2 , p. 39 4) . Some 
citizens' only one on one contact with an officer may be during a 
traffic stop, thus the importance of the individual of ficer i s 
increased. Each contact on officer makes with a citizen should be 
handled with the professionalism expected of a communit y policing 
officer. 
Despite the importance of pat r ol officers, uniformed pa trol i s 
typically the lowest paid and least respected division of police work. 
The low preferential value of patrol is due, in part, to the be l i e f that 
"anyone could do it" (Saunders, 1970, p. 23 ) . This view i s f urther 
supported by the practice of using patrol as a dumping g round fo r 
disciplined officers. Getting "busted to patrol" is a common punishment 
given to higher ranking officers who fail to perform to some standard o f 
judgment (Kelling, 1988, p. 4). 
Patrol officers are usually the lowest ranking officers within a 
police department, comparable to a private in the army . To more 
• 
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properly define the individual patro l off icer' s role in community 
policing, the status of these off icers must change. One idea is t o gi v e 
pa trol of f icers the same status as an aviator in the military , that of a 
commissioned officer with individual authority (Meese, 1993, p . 3) . 
This distinction should represent the respect, authority, and discretion 
deserved of patrol officers. 
Due to the importance of the individual officer, the educational 
requirements and academic training of these officers are important t o 
consider. For many years, a debate has raged over whether or not pol ice 
officers should be required to have a college degree. Many believe i f 
officers are highly educated, their professional status would be 
improved and therefore command more respect from the public. 
The educational level of the average police of f icer has risen 
during the past twenty years. In 1967 , the average educational level 
for police officers was 12. 4 years, today it is 13.6 years. The most 
recent study of police education found that 65.2 % of officers had one or 
more years of college. The study alsu found that 22 .6 % of of f icer' s 
hold a bachelor's degree and 3.7 % have a graduate degree ( I bid., p. 6). 
Before officers can be expected to hold a college degree, police 
administrators must be held to the same, i f not stricter standards. In 
the early 1970s, two-thirds of police administrators had never attended 
college. Less than 10% held a college degree (Cromwell and Keefer, 
1973, p. 19). The educational standards of administrators are also 
important for them to earn the respect of lower ranking officers. A 
rookie patrolman with a bachelor's degree may resent saluting a captain 
or chief who never attended college. 
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According to the Police Training and Perf ormance Study , submitted 
to the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration in December, 19 69, 
communi ty r e lations training accounted for only 6% of pol ice acad emy 
tra ining (Fink and Sea l y, 1974, p. 9) . Today, communit y po l i c ing i s an 
important part of not only academic training, but recruitment as we ll . 
When police recruiters interview potential of ficers, t hey are l ooking 
f or sel f -starte rs with the initiat i ve to process inf orma tion, or ganiz e 
the community, analyze crime, and work as a school liaison (Meese, 1993 , 
p. 5). 
The following skills are a necessary part of police academy 
training if community policing is to be successful. Communi cat ion 
skills, the ability to effectively talk with and listen to all t ypes of 
citizens. Public speaking, the abilit y to articulate id eas a nd mo t i va te 
others as well as leading communit y meetings. Problem-solv ing 
technique s , the abilit y t o identify , analyze, and develop so l utions t o 
problems. Conflict resolution and negotiating, knowin g how t o help 
citizens solve their own problems without formal intervention (Ibid., 
p. 6). Such successful training should produce a "new breed" of polic e 
officers who have greater knowledge about and expertis e in problem 
solving and community engagement activities (Lurigio and Skog an, 19 94, 
p. 316). 
Foot Patrol 
One of the most simple and widely used component of communit y 
policing is the re-establishment of foot patrols. The practice oi 
"walking the beat" has been largely replaced by the introduction of the 
automobile, almost 100 years ago. Community policing foot patrols seek 
to reduce the alienation from the public which r e sulted f rom motorized 
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patrols. By wa lking the streets of business districts a nd 
neighborhoods. the f oot patrol off icer can estab l ish f riendly relations 
with the public as he speaks to as many people as possible (Cromwel l and 
Keefer. 1973. p. 236). 
One of the first studies on foot patrols was conducted b y the 
Police Foundation for the National Institute of Justice in t h e late 
1970s in Newark. New Jersey . Although the findings of the Newa r k 
experiment showed that foot patrols had no apparent impact on reported 
crime and victimization, it did conclude that citizens' perceptions 
about crime and police services improv~d (Mastrofski. 199 2 , p. 23) . The 
experiment in Newark also f ound significant reductions in citizens' f ear 
of crime and their perceptions of disorder (Rosenbaum and Lurigio , 199 4 , 
p. 305). 
Foot patrols have also found success in Flint, Michigan. Af ter t h e 
i mplementation of foot patrols, researchers found signif icant reducti on s 
in crime in a number of target areas (Ibid.). The Flint experiment also 
resulted in a reduction of calls for service. More importantly , 
perhaps. was the finding that both citizens and police of fice r s wer e 
more satisfied and developed closer relationships with each other a f ter 
the implementation of foot patrols (Kelling, 1988, p. 5). Citizens in 
Flint have shown their support for foot patrols by twice v o ting f or tax 
increases to maintain the program. the second by a two-to-one mar g in 
(Ibid .• p. 4). 
Foot patrols have demonstrated the ability to make a positive 
impact on the root causes of crime. Considering that f ear o f crime can 
be as big a problem as crime itself. foot patrol's ability to reduce 
fear is an important aspect of community policing (Trojanowicz and 
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Bucque roux. 1990, p. 41 ) . This practice can be implemented by t he 
smallest of departments and i s very popular wit h the communitie s which 
currently use it. 
Some depa rtments may be fearfu l that f oo t patrols wil l r educe 
response t i me and unnecessarily fatigue officers. To prevent t his, 
officers should be assigned to foot patrols in shi f ts which pla ce s ome 
of ficers in cars and others on foot. Every few hours, the shif t s can 
rotate, thus allowing the officers in cars to relieve t hose on f oo t. 
Also, hand held radios, known as "walkie talkies," keep foot patrol 
officers in constant contact with both motorized units and dispatch . 
Juvenile-Oriented Programs 
It is true that the f uture of our society lies in the hands of our 
youth. If a person develops problems as a child, such a s c riminal 
activity, those problems are likely t o grow into adulthood . Any 
problems with the law a child may develop, there f ore, wi ll effe ct 
society in the future. Community policing provides t he police with an 
opportunity to work directly with juveniles, dea ling with thei r prob lems 
and possibly preventing problem situations from growing into c rimina l 
ones. Community policing officers also provide positive role mode ls f or 
youngsters, many of whom come from single-parent families (Trojanowicz 
and Bucqueroux, 1991, p. 17 ) . 
The importance of focusing on juveniles has been known since tht: 
era of police-community relations. One of the first juveni le-oriented 
programs conducted by police was "Cop on Campus." Conceived by the 
Monterey Park Community Relations Committee in the f all of 1966 , the 
project involved placing a police officer on the campus o f a s chool on a 
regular basis. This officer met with students, answering any questions 
they may have had about law enf orcement. By increasing the 
communication between of f icers and students, it was hoped that t h i s 
positive relationship would continue into adulthood (Bopp, 19 72 , 
p. 184). 
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A more modern juvenile-oriented program is the Communi t y 
Opportunities Program for Youth, better known as COPY Kids. Implemented 
during the summer of 1992 by the Spokane Police Department, COPY Kids 
was an attempt to reach out to disadvantaged youth who were at risk of 
becoming involved in crime (Thurman and others, 1993, p. 555 ) . working 
under the direction of police officers and business leaders, each of t he 
youths were assigned to community service jobs. paid for t heir 'work, and 
taken to a local bank to open a savings account. The purpose of this 
program was expose these youths to positive role models, demonstrate 
the correlation between working and being paid, and help these youth t o 
develop a sense of responsibility and self-esteem ( Ibid., p. 55 6) . 
Perhaps the most popular and widespread community policing progr am 
aimed at juveniles is D.A.R.E. America. D.A.R. E .• Drug Abus e Resistance 
Education, was initiated in 1983 by Los Angeles Police Chie f Daryl 
Gates in an attempt to slow drug use and the crimes related to drugs by 
bringing officers into direct contact with students on a regular basis 
(D.A.R.E. Fact Sheet, 1990, p. 1). The program was an instant success 
and began to spread nationally. 
D.A.R.E. is a program is which a police officer is employed as a 
regular classroom teacher. Each classroom of students meet weekly with 
a D.A.R.E. instruction as part of their school curriculum. These 
D.A.R.E. instructors must be veteran officers, attend an 80 hour course, 
and receive updated training each year. These officers use their own 
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knowledge and expe riences to teach kids how and why to resist drug us e , 
the importanc e of self -esteem, that there are consequences t o all 
actions, and street survival skills (Ibid •• p. 2). 
By 1990, over 2000 communities had the D.A. R.E. pro gram in the ir 
schools, reaching over 4.5 million children (Ibid., p. 3) . D. A.R. E. is 
financially supported largely through donations from the community . 
D.A.R.E. of f icers f requently hold public meetings to explain t he pro gram 
and update the community on its progress. D.A.R.E. America is one of 
the greatest community policing ef f orts in existence today . 
Critics of Community Policing 
Not everyone is supportive of community policing, or po l icing in 
general. Early policing in the United States had a reputation of 
corruption and inability to protect the rights of citizens. I n order t o 
prevent corruption, many police agencies believed it was necessary t o 
centralize authority, limit discretion of of ficers, and reduce intimacy 
between police and citizens (Kelling, 1988, p. 7) . These ideas a re 
contrary to community policing. Many agencies resist the implementation 
of community policing due to the fear it may lead to th e corruption of 
the past. 
Community policing is also hampered by the separateness and secrecy 
of the police culture. The sincerity of the partnership of citizens and 
the police might be questioned due to the history of officers' 
antagonism toward groups such as auxiliary officers (Bouza, 1990, 
p. 31). Police officers must overcome their resistance of community 
involvement in order to successfully implement community policing. 
One of the major criticisms of community policing can be found in 
Stephen Hester and Peter Eglin's book, A Sociology of Crime, which 
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de s cribes community po l icing as more a sinister plot than a s i ncere 
effort. The authors' de scriptions of community pol icing of t en uses the 
word "schemes " ins tead of programs, philosophies, or ef f ort s , a s i f t o 
imply some hidden agenda. An example of Hester and Eglin' s suspicious 
attitudes toward community policing is their description of youth-
oriented programs. "The aim of youth liaison was t o foster consent fo r 
tht; police and to obtain information about youth" (Hester and Eglin, 
199 2 , p. 156). This implies that programs such as "Cop on Campus " or 
"D.A . R.E." are covert spy missions by the police to pretend t o be 
friendly, but in actuality are used as undercover inf ormation gathering . 
Foot patrols are described by Hester and Eglin as a wa y f or the 
police to improve "both the police image and information ga thering" 
(Ibid.). The authors also accuse community policing ( relat ions ) of 
being a racist philosophy. "Community relations neither alt e red t he 
racist character of everyday policing nor brough t about a r eorientati on 
amongst the black community toward the polic e ( Ibid., p . 155) . 
The only source listed by Hester and Eglin in their ana l ys i s of 
community policing was a 1987 article by P. Gordon entitled " Community 
Policing: Towards the Local Police State ?" which originally appea r s in 
a publication called Law, Order and the Authoritarian State. Naturally, 
such anti-law enforcement extremists are ready to criticize any e ff orts 
by police, but their protests are vastly overshadowed by numerous 
articles and books by legitimate researchers who support community 
policing. To imply that community policing is some sort of plot to 
eotablish an authoritarian police re gime i s beyond misleading and should 
be considered an outright lie advocated by a handful of extremists. 
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Current Status of Communit y Policing 
During the summ.er o f 1994 , community policing became a nat i ona l ly 
debated i s sue due to it s inclusion in the "crime bi ll. " Th i s bill, 
which later passed and became law, provided federa l grant s t o s t a t e a nd 
local governments to be used f or the hiring of of ficers and i mp l ementing 
community policing. The crime bill was intended t o a dd up t o 100 , 000 
additional police of f icers in chosen communities over a six yea r period 
(Congressional Digest, 1994. p. 1(9). 
Opponents of the crime bill argued that the bi ll did not provide 
enough f unding to hire 100,000 officers and that those departments whi ch 
participated would end up with the long term costs of additional 
officers, thus eventually laying them off due to a lack of f unds. Also , 
the f ederal government should not be invo l ved in community l aw 
enforcement. Federally mandated communit y policing contradicts the 
notion of giving membe rs of each communit y more contro l of and 
participation in their local law enforcement. 
Some researchers believe the crime bill was premature in it s 
passing. "There's not enough research being done," ac cordin g t o Wesley 
G. Skogan, Northwestern University political science pro f esso r. 
"President Clinton is talking about putting 100,000 more cops out there 
to do this, and they are doing this without a clue to it s ef f ectiveness" 
(Clark, 1993, p. 1). 
Deciding which communities would receive the federal community 
policing grants is another controversial aspect of the crime bill. 
Would the communities within the districts of congressmen who supported 
the crime bill be more likely to receive the grants? Also, by including 
community policing within a bi l l which contained many controversial and 
-
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unpopular propos als such a s midnight bas ketball league s , st r ict gun 
control, and que s tionab le social programs , t he ph i l osophy is now 
unf ortunately linked to many issues wh ich should not be assoc i ated I,o,ri t h 
community policing. 
Measuring Community Policing 
Any program, no matter how well defined , is not use f ul un l ess a 
strategy is in place which can measure the eff ective ness of t hat 
program. Community policing is not different. Most evaluations of t h i s 
philosophy focus on victimization rates, citizen satisfaction, f ear of 
crime, and other quality of life indicators (Mastrofski, 199 2 , p. 23) . 
Some question the ability to measure community policing altogether . 
According to Michael Julian, Chie f of Personnel f or the New Yor k 
City Police Department, " Nobody is really measuring t his (communi t y 
policing" in a formal way. The academic studies t a l k about wha t you 
should measure , but the y don't tell you how t o measure " (Clar k, 199 4 , 
p. 1). "We've never had a way to measure police e ff ectiveness ," said 
Thomas Koby, Boulder, Colorado Police Chief, "and communit y policing i s 
not different policing. Policing is policing" (Ibid. ) . 
One of the ways which is used in an attempt to measure communit y 
policing is citizen surveys. Such surveys were used by the Hou s ton 
Police Department's Community Organizing Response Team (CaRT ) a s part of 
the Fear Reduction Project. The findings indicat~d that Ca RT did not 
reduce fear of crime, but residents did perceive a decline in social 
disorder as well as reporting more positiv~ evaluations of the polic e 
(Rosenbaum and Lurigio, 1994, p. 307 ) . 
According to Bonnie Bucqueroux of the National Center f or Communit y 
Policing, citizen surveys are one of the most effective measurement 
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strategies o f community p o licing . Bucqueroux s tres s e s t hat the se 
survey s must be specific to each depar t ment and b e develo ped with 
communit y input (Clark , 1994, p. 8 ) . Such c itizen survey s have re s u l ted 
in positive f indings concerning communit y policing. Research by We s l e y 
Skogan f ound that in fourteen areas targeted by community p o l i cing i n 
six cities, nine showed positive changes in resident s ' attitud e s towa rd 
police, seven showed reductions in fear o f crime, six showed dec l ines i n 
perceived neighborhood disorder, and three showe d reduc tions i n 
victimization rates ( Rosenbaum and Lurig io, 1994 , p . 309 ) . 
Another method of measuring community policing is surv e y ing t hos e 
officers involved with the philosophy . As discussed earlier i n t h i s 
paper, the success of community policing depends on t h e individual 
officers who are on the street i mplementing it. A recent study of 
officers assigned to New York City 's Communit y Po l ice Of fi c e r Pr og ram 
(CPOP) f ound that o f ficers attitudes were cha n ge d by communi t y pol i c i n g . 
By walking the beat and getting to know neighbo r hood r es id ent s 
personally, officers were exposed to "th e good peop le " a nd n o t j u s t 
those citizens with whom they had previously interacted with us uall y 
during crisis situations (Lurigio and Skogan, 1994 , p. 31 7 ) . 
Surveys have also found that the police are generally willing t o 
cooperate with the community. A survey conducted in Chicago , Illinois 
found that 871: of police officers believe the community and po lic e hav e 
a joint responsibility in the prevention of crime ( Ibid., p. 326) . This 
study also found that the older and higher-ranking o f f icers e xpressed 
more favorable attitudes toward communit y policing (Ibid., p. 329 ) . 
An extensive measurement of communit y policing which invo l ved 
surveying officers was conducted within the Louisville Division of 
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Police. The self -administe r ed questionnaire included 119 i tems design ed 
t o compare of f icers' attitudes toward p ol icing and their job 
satisfaction. Th e items focused on off icers' assessment s o f distric t 
and department performance, job satisfaction, community-po l ice 
relations, nei ghborhood problems, experience and knowled ge o f communit y-
oriented policing, the effect o f community-o r iented policing on t heir 
jobs, and the effectiveness of community-oriented poli c i n g (Wilson and 
Bennett, 199 4 , p. 358). 
The Louisville study found that officers are most likely to a g r ee 
that crime prevention should be a responsibility shared by the pol ice 
and community. Most officers also agreed that reducing the fear o f 
crime should be a goal of communit y policing. The survey also fo und 
that officers were least likely to support change s wit h in departmental 
methods to reduce crime (Ibid., p. 365 ) . 
Perhaps one of t he best studies on me asuring t h e outc ome s o f 
community policing was conducted in Madison, Wisconsin. This three year 
study, opened in April 1988, created an "Experimental Police District," 
or EPD, using one-sixth of the department serving approxima tely on e -
sixth of the community. Community policing was implemented within the 
test site and not within the rest of the community (Wycoff and Skogan, 
1993, p. 1). Citizens and police officers were periodically s urvey ed t o 
monitor the experiment's progress (Ibid., p. 2). 
After the three year period, surveys were conducted which compared 
the perceptions of citizens within the Experimental Police District t o 
those citizens not exposed to community policing. The results were that 
more positive outcomes were found within the EPD with community policing 
that those areas without community policing. Citizens exposed to 
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communi ty po l icing had a greater percept i on of police presenc e , more 
f r e quent l y attended meetings which featured po l ice off icers, believed 
robbe r y , a s well a s crime in general, i s less of a problem in the i r 
neighborho od that in other neighborhoods, and believed the police di d a 
good job of focusing time and ef f ort toward problems which concer ned the 
community the most ( Ibid., p. 81 ) . 
The Disregard of Small Departments i n 
Community Policing Studies 
Police departments, like any other agency in our society , ma y range 
in size greatly depending upon the community it serves. Based on 
population, police employment in the United States ranged f r om a t o 44 
officers per 1000 residents. Geographically , the number of off icers per 
square miles ranges from 0 in Angoon Division, Al aska, t o 1278 .5 
officers in the Manhattan Borough of New York City (T r oj anowicz and 
Carter, 1988, p. 11). 
Unfortunately, more attention is given to large poli ce a gencies 
than small ones. There is a great deal of research which can be f ound 
on large departments' community policing e ff orts, such as those in New 
York City, Los Angeles, or Chicago, but little, if any, attenti on is 
given to smaller agencies. This absence may suggest that small 
communities are not considered significant enough to study or perhaps 
researchers are not interested in studying small agencies which do not 
have the financial ability to fully fund an extended research proj ect. 
An example of smaller agencies and communities being overlooked is 
the Bureau of J ustice Assistance's Innovative Neighborhood-Oriented 
Policing (INOP) Program. This program provided funds to eight separate 
jurisdictions which were supposed to be greatly diverse in size. The 
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populations of the eight communities ranged f rom 7,000,000 in New York 
City to 200,000 in Hayward, California. The size of the departments 
ranged from over 25,000 officers in New York City to just under 200 
officers in Hayward (Vera Institute of Justice, 1992, p. 20). While 
there is a big difference between New York City and Hayward, California , 
Hayward is still a large city when compared to most other communities. 
With close to 200 o f ficers, Hayward's po l ice department is one of 
the larger in the country. For example, nearly two-thirds of sheriff ' s 
departments across the county employ less than 25 officers (Reaves, 
1992, p. 1). While Hayward, with a population of 200,000, was the 
smallest community's department studied by the Bureau of Justice 
Assistance, 54.1 % of departments serve a population of less than 25,000 
and 23.2 % serve a population of less than 10, 000 (Ibid., p. 3) . 
It is very unfortunate that smaller departments and communities 
have been ignored by previous research. The close communit y ties of 
small towns and rural counties provide excellent examples of citizens 
being w~lling and able to work together. The police officers of small 
communities are known by most everyone, likewise, the officer know s mo s t 
residents on a first name basis. The positive relationships found 
between officers and the community which exists in these rural areas a r e 
excellent examples of a community policing philosophy. By overlooking 
small communities, researchers have missed golden opportunitie s to study 
the community policing which naturally exists in these areas. 
Perhaps the most perfect example of community policing can be found 
in the old television program, "The Andy Griffith Show." Sheriff Andy 
Taylor, along with his deputy Barney, had a relationship with their 
community which would be considered a utopia of community policing. 
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The re are small communitie s acros s the country today which ar e 
surprisingly s imilar to Mayberry. Despite this, researchers continue t o 
study large, urban areas without first examining the success f ul 
community policing which naturally exists in small, rura l communi ties . 
Be fo re community policing can be expected to succeed in large ci ties , 
smaller communities must first be examined so that future research on 
larger cities wil l have a model to be based on. 
To help demonstrate the relatively low rate of crime found i n 
smaller communities , the crime rates of rural areas, small cities, and 
large metropolitan areas can be examined. Keep in mind, most f ede ral 
and private studies on community policing are based on the mo dels put 
forth by large metropolitan areas. These figures are based on the 
uniform crime reports submitted by the agencies f ound i n each area. 
TABLE A 
OFFENSES KNOWN TO THE POLICE PER 100,000 POPULATION AS OF JULY 1, 19 89 
(Information Please Almanac, 199 2 , p. 854) 
Offense Metropolitan Areas Other Cities Rural Are as 
Murder 10 5 5 
Forcible Rape 42 27 21 
Robbery 293 58 16 
Aggravated Assault 435 304 147 
Burglary/ 
Breaking or Entering 1412 1040 673 
Larceny/Theft 3534 3380 995 
Motor Vehicle Theft 771 221 117 
Total of All Crimes 6496 5034 1974 
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As the table above shows , the crime rate of rura l a reas i s 
s i gni f i cant l y l ower than othe r areas. Sma l l cities, which would be 
i nclud ed in "Other Cities," have a lower crime rate than the large 
metropo l ita n are as. This was true for each category of crime as well . 
The numbers clearly show that rural areas and smal l communitie s are muc h 
safer than urban metropolitan cities, where most all community polic i ng 
studies are conducted. Whi l e these figures do not prove that communi t y 
policing ex ists in smaller communities, nor that such a philos ophy i s 
responsible for the lower rate of crime f ound in rural area s , it does 
show that smaller communities have a lower crime rate. Based on t hese 
findings, metropolitan areas should examine the law enforcement aspects 
of smaller areas and imitate the attitudes and behavior s of the sma l ler 
community officers. 
Haskell County as a Study Population 
In order to examine the attitudes and behaviors of s ma ll de pa r t men t 
officers, who have found success in controlling crime bas ed on c r ime 
rate figures, such a community must be the target of a s tud y . Ha skel l 
County , Oklahoma provided for an excellent site to conduct such a s tud y . 
Before the methodology and findings of the study can be discu s sed , we 
must first examine the county itself. 
Haskell County is located in eastern Oklahoma, between Lake Eufaula 
and Kerr Lake. The rural county's terrain ranges f rom level gras s lands 
to rugged steep hills to deeply wooded forests. Located in the area of 
Oklahoma known as "Little Dixie," the county has deep southern roots. 
Many would conclude that Haskell County has more in common with 
Arkansas, just twenty miles to its east, than the rest of Oklahoma. 
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As of 1993, the total population o f Haskell County was 11,036 . 
St ig ler, the county seat and largest city in t h e county , has a 
population o f 2 ,550 (Oklahoma State Bureau o f I nvestigation , 1994 , 
p. 103 ) . Most o f the county's popu l ation lives i n the sma ller 
communities and rural settlements scattered through out the county . Du e 
to the small population and close-knit, f amily-like atmosph ere of tht! 
area, the entire county is a community within itself . 
The county is protected by six separate law enforcement a gencies. 
The majority of residents re ly on the Haskell Count y Sheriff ' s 
Department, which is responsible for protecting all county resident s 
except those residing within the city limits of Stig ler. The sherif f ' s 
department has eight full-time officers, supported by a reserve fo rce of 
eight volunteers. The Stigler Police Department has eigh t full-time 
officers and three reserve of f icers. The s ma ll commun ities of Keota, 
Kint a , and McCurtain has one officer each, with one a dd itiona l reserve 
officer in Keota. There are also four Oklahoma Highway Pa trol St a t e 
Troopers assigned to the area. 
The Haskell County Sheriff's Department is typical of most rural 
county law enforcement agencies in that it is under-staffed and seve r ely 
under-budgeted. As a result of its lack of funds, the department l a cks 
equipment which would be considered a necessity by larger department s . 
Deputies must purchase their own weapons and equipment on their mere 
$1100 per month salary as well as drive high-mileage patrol cars, one of 
which is more than ten years old. In order tu be as effective as 
possible under the circumstances, the department has purchased surplus 
vehic l es to save money and relies heavily on volunteer reserve deputies 
to maintain enough manpower to operate safely. 
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Despite its small budget, the sherif f 's department has been 
e f fective in fighting crime. This is shown by the low rat e of crime in 
the county. According to the 1988 Bureau of Justice Statistics, Haskell 
County was one of only 21 of Oklahoma's 77 counties which had a UCR 
index of less than 20 of f enses per 1000 population (U.S. Department of 
Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1988, p. 18) . In 1992, Haskell 
County's crime rate per 1000 population was only 16.03 (Oklahoma State 
Bureau of Investigation, 1994, p. 103), less than one-third of the 
state's crime rate of 54.26 (Ibid., p. 129 ) . 
About 23 % of Haskell County residents live in Stigler. During the 
day, the population of Stigler swells as county residents come to town 
-
for work and shopping. What few businesses and services which exist in 
-the county can mostly be found in Stigler. The small city is served by ~ 
a police force of eight full-time officers and three reserve s . The 
department is well funded and well equipped for its size. I t i s 
believed that Stigler was the first city in Oklahoma to in s t a ll vide o 
cameras in their patrol cars. 
The following table shows the crime rates of Haskell County and the 
state of Oklahoma during the previous three years. The county crime 
rate is also broken down to show those crimes occurring within the 
jurisdiction of the Stigler Police Department verses the sheriff's 
department. 
As the table below shows, the crime rate of Haskell County is 
significantly lower than the state's crime rate. Despite the 47.5 % 
increase from 1992 to 1993, the county's crime rate is still less than 
half of that of the state. The higher crime rate of Stigler, when 
compared to the rest of tile county, can be explained by the fact that 
Stigler i s the cent er of activity in the county. Wi th the increase 
number of people coming into town during the day combined with the 
major i ty of county businesses being located with in the city limits, a 
higher percentage of the county's crime is naturall y go ing t o occur in 
Stigler. 
TABLE B 
CRIME RATES OVER A THREE YEAR PERIOD 
(Oklahoma State Bureau of I nvestigation, 1994, pp. 102, 103, 129) 
Oklahoma 
Haskell County 
Sheriff 1 s Department 
Stigler Police Department 
1991 
56.63 
19.29 
16.46 
28.48 
199 2 
54 .2 6 
16.03 
15.92 
16.36 
1993 
52.91 
23 . 65 
21.68 
30. 20 
To demonstrate the relatively low rate of violence in Ha s kell 
County, its violent crime rate should be compared to th e six countie s 
which surround it. The counties which boarder Haskel l County as: 
LeFlore County to the east, Latimer County to the south, Pittsburg 
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County to the west, and McIntosh, Muskogee, and Sequoyah Counties to the 
north. As this research will show, each of these counties have a higher 
rate of violence than Haskell County. 
The following table shows the ranking of each county for selected 
indicators of violence. The findings of this table is based on crime 
dates from 1989 to 1992. Each of Oklahoma's 77 counties were ranked 
based on the per capital number of selected incidents of violence 
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r epor t ed to the police, "1" being the most violent, and "77" being the 
leas t violent. 
TABLE C 
COUNTY RANKI NGS OF SELECTED VIOLENCE INDICATORS 
(Addressing Violence in Oklahoma Coalition, 1993, pp. 38-39 ) 
Dome stic Child Adult 
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County Homicide Rape Violence Maltreatment Maltreatment 
Haskell 62 72 38 45 67 
Latimer 18 70 48 35 41 
LeFlore 22 S6 72 12 42 
McIntosh 16 57 44 20 35 
Muskogee 6 3 37 10 5 
Pittsburg 36 16 10 48 29 
Sequoyah 10 67 36 3 7S 
As the table above shows, Haskell County ranked lowe r than a ny of 
its surrounding counties in incidents of homicide and rape. Haskell 
County was the second lowest ranking in both child and adult 
maltreatment compared to its surrounding counties. The county's 
domestic violence ranking fell in the middle of the g roup. Overal l , a 
tally of all five indicators shows Haskell County to be the l east 
violent of the group of central-eastern Oklahoma counties. With an 
average ranking of 57, Haskell County is among the top one-fourth of 
Oklahoma's safest counties. 
To further demonstrate Haskell County's low rate of violent crimes, 
the homicide, forcible rape, and domestic violence rates of the county 
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a r e outlined on the following table and compared t o the average rate of 
the surrounding counties as well as the rate of Oklahoma. 
TABLE D 
COMPARATIVE RATES OF VIOLENT CRIMES ( 1989-199 2) 
(Addressing Violence in Oklahoma Coalition, 1993, pp . 43, 47 , 49) 
Haskell County 
Surrounding Counties 
State of Oklahoma 
Homicide 
Rate 
2 . 29 
10.25 
8.25 
Forcible 
Rape Rate 
13.27 
43 .19 
90.88 
Domestic 
Vi olence Rate 
658 .94 
678 .50 
936 . 47 
As the table above shows, Haskel l Count y 's homicide ra t e i s less 
than one- f ourth of its surrounding counties and less than one-third of 
the homicide rate for the state of Oklahoma. The rate of fo r c ibl e rap es 
in Haskell County is less than one-third of its surrounding counti es a nd 
is almost one-seventh of the state's rate. Haskell Count y ' s domestic 
violence rate was close to, but still lower than its surrounding 
counties, and just over two-thirds of the entire state's rat e . The 
numbers clearly show that Haskell County is the least violent county of 
its immediate area and one of the safest counties in Oklahoma . 
Now that Haskell County's low rate of crime and violence has been 
established, it is important to focus all the law enf orcement practices 
oi the county. As discussed earlier in this paper, Haskell County has a 
rural, close-knit, family-like atmosphere which allows for a positive 
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relationship be tween off icers and the community to exist. I t i s no t 
suggested that the community policing re l ationsh i p f ound i n Haskell 
County i s solely respon s ible for the area' s low rate of crime , but it 
does show that the type of community which practices this phi losophy is 
a relatively safe community. Efforts which have he lped make t h i s count y 
safe will be exposed as the extent to which community po l icing exists in 
Haskell County is examined by looking at the attitudes and behavior s of 
officers toward the community through observational and survey s tudie s . 
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METHODOLOGY 
The methodology of this research was both qualitative and 
quantitative. Qualitative research attempts to study social phenomena 
in their natural setting and/or through the use of "natural " data 
collection techniques. The strength of a qualitative approach is that 
more information can be examined and dealt with than i f only a numerical 
approach was used. Quantitative research attempts t o numerically 
examine the extent to which a phenomena occurs. A strength of 
quantitative methods is that research should be easi ly validated with 
similar findings when examined by other researchers. 
The time dimension of the observational study was a one yea r 
longitudinal study. The qualitative observations were made f r om 
November 1993 to December 1994. This was an individual unit o f 
analysis, observing the behaviors of individual law enforcement of f i ce r s 
in Haskell County, Oklahoma. With my position a s a Reserve Deputy 
Sheriff, which gives me jurisdiction over the entire county, I have had 
the opportunity to work with all officers in the county, including the 
municipal and state officers. 
As a participant observer, my observational study focused on the 
community policing practices I observed from my fellow of fi cers. It 
also includes the community policing in which I have personally 
participated. My ability to identify community police e ffo rts comes 
from the extensive reading I have done of the subject, the colleg~ 
course work I have completed which discussed this issue, and the 132 
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hour law en fo rc ement ac a demy I graduated f rom in order t o become a 
certi f ied re s erve off icer. The various communit y polic ing prac t ices I 
witnessed during the over 600 hours o f patrol I worked during 1994 wil l 
be discussed. 
The second part o f thi s research involved surve y ing o ff icer s in 
Haskell County. For the samp l e population, an attempt was made t o 
survey every officer in the county. A survey wa s made a vailable t o 
every f ull-time county, municipal, and state law enf orcement officer. A 
survey was made available to most reserve offi cers as well. The surve ys 
were to be completed by each officer at his or her conve n ience and t hen 
returned to me. As the table below shows, the majority of of f icers 
returned their survey. 
As the table shows, 68.6% of the officers in Haske ll Coun t y 
completed and returned their surveys. Over three- f ourths of f ull-time 
off icers and hal f of reserve officers participated in t he surve y . 
Officers from all six department in the count y were repre sented. 
While no less than half o f any group was surveyed, the s ample 
population of ful l -time officers was especially strong. This is 
significant because it is the full-time officers who are on the street 
more, actively participating in community policing. As ma ny a s 87.5 % of 
full-time county officers were surveyed as well as 73.3 % of municipal 
officers. Stigler, the largest municipal department, had thre e -fourths 
of its full-time officers represented. All three of the full-time 
officers employed by the three smaller communities in the county were 
also surveyed. 
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TABLE E 
REPRESENTATI VE SAMPLE 
(Comparin g Total Number to Numbered Surveyed ) 
Total Number % of Force 
Number Surveyed Surveyed 
COUNTY 16 11 68 .. 8 
Full-Time 8 7 87 .5 
Reserve 8 4 50. 0 
MUNICIPAL 15 11 73 . 3 .. 
Stigler - Full-tim~ 8 6 75. 0 · 
· Stigler - Reserve 3 2 66 . 7 -;, 
" 
Stigler - Total Force 11 8 72 . 7 ·  
Keota (including 1 reserve ) 2 50.0 ~ 
Kinta 1 1 100.0 
McCurtain 1 1 100 . 0 J 
STATE (OHP) 4 2 50 . 0 
J 
Full-Time Total 23 18 78 . 3 
Reserve Total 12 6 50 . 0 · 
Total 35 24 68 . 6 
.. 
The survey participants were also a good representative sample o f 
the total population of Haskell County law enforcement officers. The 
following table demonstrates this. 
As the table shows, the number of county officers in the sample 
population was almost the same statistically as the number of county 
officers in the total population. Both the municipal and state sample 
population was within 3% of their total population. Full-time officers 
were over-represented in the sample, however, the greater number of 
hours these officers work compared to reserves justifies a need to place 
more emphasis on their group. 
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TABLE F 
REPRESENTATIVE SANPLE 
(Comparing To t a l % of Off icers to Tota l % Surveyed ) 
Of f icer s in Haskell County 
Tota l % Number 
Off icers Surveyed 
Total % 'umber 
County Officers 45.7 16 45.8 11 
Municipal Officers 42.9 15 45. 8 11 
State Officers 11. 4 4 8.3 2 
Total 100. 0 35 100 . 0 24 
Full-Time Officers 65. 7 23 75. 0 18 
Reserve Officers 34 .3 12 25 . 0 6 
Total 100.0 35 100 . 0 24 
While these surveys were used in cooperation with a quali tat ive 
study, they are also quantitative in nature due to the method which will 
be used to numerically break down the f indings. Quant i tative research 
attempts to quantify, or numerically measure, social phenomena. A 
strength of survey research is reliability. I f another resea rcher dealt 
with this same material, the finds should be the same because t he 
numbers would not change. The validity of survey research is a weaknes s 
because it limits the scope of the research due to its time constraints 
and does not allow the researcher to explore as many other options as 
qualitative. 
The four page survey contained 27 items and a 20 item Guttman 
scale. The first 7 items were sociodemographic and designed to 
categories each officer based on which department he or she was employed 
with, that officer's rank, age, experience, length of resident, 
educational level, and normal hours patrolled. Items 8 through 27 
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cont a ined a mix of a ttitudina l and behav ioral i t ems . Twe l ve of t he 
items meas ured each off ice r s ' attitude toward communit y pol icing a n d 
eight items measure d t he ir a mount o f communit y pol ice oriente d behav i or. 
Items 8 throu gh 16 were open end ed questions, in wh ich offi ce r s 
c ould elaborate on their answers . Items 17 through 23 were c lose e nd e d 
questions which asked officers to give a specif ic number or y es / no 
answer. The 20 item Guttman scale simply asked each o ff icer t o c he c k 
each listed community policing practice which h e or she had personally 
participated in. 
By using both qualitative and quantitative approaches, t h e 
relevancy and accuracy of the findings are strengthen ed. The 
qualitative approach of the participant observer research sup po rt s t he 
validity of the research. The quantitative attribut es o f t he s u r v e y 
research increases its reliability. By using a quantitative me t hod as 
part o f an overall qualitative study , t he findings should llOt on l y be 
more accurate, but more understandable to the reader as well. 
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fI NDING S 
Observational Findings 
As a reserve deputy with the Haskel l County Sher i ff 's Depart ment, I 
have had the opportunity to research communit y policing in Haske l l 
County as a participant observer. I have worked closely with each and ... 
every officer and have patrolled every communit y in t he count y . Th i s 
has given me the opportunit y to observe communit y policing i n action, a s 
well as personally interact with members of the community . 1 have a l s o 
ridden along with most officers in the county to personall y obse r ve 
their community interaction. 
During the first few months of 19 94 , I spent at least six ni ght s 
per month with the Stigler Police Department. After comp leting my A • J 
reserve law enforcement academy, I worked numerous night s fo r the 
sheriff's department. During the months of August and September of 
1994, 1 worked three nights per week on a re gul ar shi f t on t he east sid e 
of the county. 1 also worked a one week shift on the we s t side of the 
county to provide vacation relief for a f ull-time deputy. I gained a 
wealth of knowledge during this time and the community-oriented nature 
of Haskell County law enforcement became clear to me. Before I di s cuss 
some specific examples of officers' ef f orts to assist the community, the 
community policing nature of officers and departments in the count y will 
be discussed. 
Law enforcement off icers in Haskell Count y are almost never a 
stranger to the area. Officers are most usually hired f rom within the 
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community. This is a good practice a ssociated with communi t y pol icing . 
If the off icer is alread y f amiliar with l ocal res idents, t his helps 
insure his acceptance and f ull integration into the communit y a s an 
officer. 
The officers in Haskell County are a diverse group which r epr es en t s 
the people of the county demographically. Wi t h a large numbe r of at i ve 
Americans living in the area, it is important t o point out t hat several 
officers, including reserves, are Native American. All age groups a re 
represented as well. This is especially important t o establish a closer 
relationship with juveniles. Many officers, especially reserv e s, are in 
their early 20s and most teenagers can remember when these off icer s were 
in high school, only a fe ..... grad~s above them. Without a " gener a ti on 
gap," these younger officers may be able to more eff ectively communicat e 
with local juveniles. 
After the elect i on of Leon Upton as sheri ff in 19 92 , new ground was 
broken f or females within Haskell County law en f orc ement. A female 
dispatcher, Gayla Adcock, was commissioned as a reserve deputy. In 
January 1994, the Stigler Police Department hired one o f t he f ul l -time 
deputies as a city patrolman, thus leaving an opening wit h the sherif f ' s 
department. After all applicants were examined, Gayla Adcock became the 
first full-time female deputy sheriff in Haskel l County history. Wi thin 
a year, she became the reserve supervisor and is a member of the special 
operations team. 
Another practice commonly associated with communit y policing i s 
f inding officers living in all communities of the area patrolled. This 
is true of Haskell County. In every city, town, community, and settled 
area of the county, an off icer's home can be f ound. This allows all 
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r esident s t o view at least one off icer a s their neighbor, someone they 
can go to a n d f eel more comf ortab le with. I t also allows law 
enfor c ement to have repre sent a tiv e s spread throughout the c o un t y f or 
more direct communication with the c ommunit y . I have personal ly n ot iced 
on several occasions while talking t o various county resident s that 
of ficers living closest to a particular resident are requested when a 
problem develops. It is also common to f ind citizens calling a 
particular of f icer's home for assistance, instead o f go ing through t he 
dispatcher. 
Due to budget constraints, Haskel l County law enf orcement relies 
heavily on reserve officers. This i s especially true o f t he sheri ff ' s 
department. Approximately one-third o f of f icers in Has ke l l Count y are 
reserves. These volunteer o f ficers must attend at l east 120 hou r s of 
police training and meet the same phys ical and mental conditi on s of 
f ull-time off icers. Most reserves work about f our t o eig ht da ys per 
month, giving their department needed manpower and allowing r e l ief fo r 
the overworked full-time officers. 
While the use of reserves is an economicall y wise deci sion, it i s 
also an important part of community policing . In my expe rie nce as a 
reserve, I have witnessed on several occasions the bene f it s reserve 
officers bring to a department's relationship with th e community. Some 
citizens are more comfortable speaking to a reserve o ff icer, who the y 
see as more of an equal. Reserves may als o be able t o relate more to 
the average citizen. The use of reserve officers also brings a greater 
variety of backgrounds into a department. These volunteer of f icers 
often use the knowledge and experience o f their re gular career t o 
benefit the department and communit y . 
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Anothe r progr am whic h has assisted in t he development of communi t y 
policing is the lake deput y program. Each summer, t he U.S. Corp s of 
Engineers subsidizes the sherif f 's department to patro l the f ederal 
parks of Lake Eufaula and Kerr Lake. Two additional off icers are 
temporarily hired during the summer months, each assigned t o exc l usiv e ly 
patrol one of the l akes. These lake deputie s assist the Corp s Par k 
Rangers and protect the lives and property of tourists camping , boat i ng , 
or fishing on the l ake. During this time, these off icers hav e the 
opportunity to meet tourists from. about the country and positive l y 
represent the people of Haskell County. This helps to encourage 
tourists to return next year to the county, thus bringing needed rev enue 
to local businesses. County residents also benefit from t h i s pr oj ect, 
which helps insure thei r safety while they recreate on the l ake . I t i s 
hoped that the extra sense of security makes everyones' vacation or 
weekend trip more enjoyable. 
Haskell County law enforcement is very concerned about the youth of 
the county. Both the sheriff's department and the Stigler Police 
Department has D.A.R.E. officers. All students in the county up t o the 
sixth grade have D.A.R.E. as part of their regula r curriculum. The 
students not only learn to resist drugs and violence, but become more 
comfortable to interacting with officers. Many of the student s giv e 
officers a "high five" hand slap when they see them to show they are a 
D.A.R.E. student. I can personally testify to the warm f ee ling deep in 
an officer's heart when children greet me with respect and enthusiasm. 
Children in Haskell County know that they can turn to a police officer 
for assistance any time needed. In addition to D.A.R.E., the Stigler 
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Pol i c e Department has a j uvenile o f f icer wh ich spec i a l izes i n the needs 
and concerns o f children. 
Off icers in bo th the sheri f f ' s department and municipa l de partme n t s 
also have the opportunity t o interact with s tudents durin g f ootba ll and 
basketball season. While providing secur ity at these school event s , 
officers interact with hundreds of children and parent s . This p rov i d e s 
yet another opportunity to visit with t h e communit y and encourage mo r e 
interaction between police and citizens. 
A new prog ram still in the making in Haske l l County i s t he Bo y 
Scout Explorer Program. This progr am allows Bo y Scout s t o r ide - a long 
with officers and personally witness what law enforcement o f f i c ers d o . 
Not only does this program allow young p e ople to gain a re al istic v i ew 
of police work, but may spark an interest for future o ff icers. 
Destroying some of the ne gative misconceptions some youth hav e t owa r d 
law enforcement may be the program's greatest accomp l ishment. Br eaking 
barriers which may exist betYleen officers and member s of t h e communi t y , 
especially the young, is a vital step in establishing a working 
relationship and cooperation b e tween the two. 
Haskell County officers are also very involved in ma ny ac t ivi ti e s 
and organizations in the county. While s ome o ff icer s are memb er s o f 
well-known organizations such as the Masons, other off icers assoc i a t ed 
with less traditional groups. During the survey portion o f this 
research, one officer proudly boasted of his membership in th e Mounta i n 
Fort Mule Association. Many officers' wive s a re member s of women' s 
commun i ty organizations. Officers f requentl y vi s it various communit y 
groups periodically to make presentations and accept contributions to 
community policing efforts. 
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A popula r sp ort i n Has kel l County i s rodeo. A l arge numbe r of 
off i cer s , including supe rvis ors , are no stranger t o t h i s sport. Wh i le 
some off icers are pa rticipating in events, othe r officers us e t he r ode o 
as an opportunity to visit with s pectators. During the summe r of 1994 , 
a law enforcement sponsored rodeo was held in Stigler. The eve nt be gan 
with an afternoon parade of police ca r s , f ire trucks , re s cue vehic les , 
and ambulances escorting a posse of mule and horse-backed cowbo ys and 
cowgirls down Main Street of Stigler. Kesidents who l ined up and down 
the street to wave and cheer at the riders reco gnized the sheriff , 
chief, assistant chief, troopers, game rangers, deputi es , D. A. 
investigator, and even the judge on their mule or horse. As t he driv er 
of the lead police car in t he parade of mounted off icers, I can test i fy 
to the excitement and enjoyment members of the commun i t y exp r e s s ed t ha t 
afternoon. This f estive event was an excellent example of the f r iend s 
relationship between officers and the community . 
Rodeos are not the only community activity tha t offi cers a c tive l y 
participate in. During the annual Stigler Reunion Da ys , o f fi ce r s both 
on and off duty can be found walking among the crowds v is iting wi t h 
residents and meeting new members of the community . An annual chil i 
cookoff which is sponsored by local civic clubs is ye t another 
opportunity for officers to become involved in community programs . One 
group of officers have become infamous for their chili creation. The 
annual car show is another opportunity for officers to socialize with 
others. 
It should be noted that officers in Haskell County v olunte e r a 
great deal of time to their community and go above and beyond the call 
of duty. For example, many Stigler officers volunteer their time as 
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reserves fo r the sheriff's department. Some of f icers are also volunteer 
f ireme n f or their local communi t y . There are also dispatche rs who a r e 
members of the civil de f ense and wor k as fi rst responders. 
Now that we have examined some of the general community-oriented 
practices of Haskell County law enf orcement officers, speci f ic example s 
will be given of excellent community policing which I have persona l l y 
witnessed. Most of these accounts come f rom my f irst few month s on t he 
force when I rode with many different officers as part of my f ield 
training. During this time, 1 witnessed many act s by off ic e r s which 
made an impression on me. 
On November 21, 1993, my first night as a reserve deputy, I rod e 
with the most experienced off icer on the sheriff's department. That 
night, we stopped by a senior citizen center located in a remo te, rural 
section of the county. Inside the small building sat over a dozen 
retired resid~nts playing games and visiting. As my senior off icer 
introduced me to the group, each of the senior citizens eagerly shook my 
hand and encouraged my decision to enter law enforcement. After the 
approximate twenty minute visit, the officer discussed with me the 
importance of visiting with members of the community. This wa s my f irst 
hands-on experience with community policing. 
I also worked many nights with an officer on Lake Eufaula 
patrolling campgrounds. As we would come across a group of kids, we 
would make a point to stop and visit with them. The officer always had 
a supply of balloons, D.A.R.E. stickers, or stick-on badges to give the 
children. Before giving children a stick-on badge, the officer would go 
over the rules of being a junior deputy such as not getting into the car 
of a stranger and the importance of telling an adu l t when something i s 
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wrong. Many parents or grandparents of the little campers would thank 
us for our concern for t heir ch ildren. We would a ls o v is i t wit h and 
meet dozens o f tourists and local residents during each s hi f t on the 
lake. 
On another occasion, I was riding with a Stig ler police of f ic er 
when we received a call of a domestic problem between a f at her and 
teenage son. When we arrived, the off icer interviewe d ev ery one involve d 
and determined the father may have abusive tendencie s toward h i s s on. 
The officer then got the son alone and asked it there was some o ne he 
could contact for him. The o f ficer offered to contact a coun s e l o r f o r 
the teenage boy and follow up on his welfare. The boy wa s made awar e 
that the police were concerned for his safety and would help h i m in a ny 
way they could. As I observed this of f icer's concern, I rea lized he 
went above and beyond what many of f icers would have done. I nstead of 
simply writing a report and leaving, the officer got inv o lve d and 
attempted to make a difference. 
During the 1994 annual car show in Stigler, I a long with s evera l 
other officers participated in a foot patrol o f the downtown area. This 
gave us the opportunity to visit with residents and meet car show 
participants. The foot patrol gave residents, especially teena g e rs, th e 
opportunity to show off their hot rods and classic cars t o police 
officers. I spoke to many teenagers who were excited in being able to 
show an officer their vehicle and brag about its features. Ins tead of 
the hostility many may associate with the relationship between teenagers 
and police, each were eagerly visiting with each other. This was 
another opportunity for the police and community to come toge ther and 
positively communicate. 
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In October 199 4 , I wa s ass i gned t o work the Kinta Hal loween 
Carnival. I, along with t he Kint a police chie f , f oo t patrolle d the 
carnival wh ic h was held at the Kinta schoo l . At the carnival , student s 
and local community groups had games and activity booths t o raise mon e y 
f or various organizations. The Kint a of f icer and I enjoy ed walk ing 
about and visiting with residents and students. Th e probation and 
parole officer for Haskell County was the sponsor and creator o f one of 
the booths. I spent several hours at the carnival interacting wit h 
hundreds of people. Not only did I meet many new p eople, bu t 1 had the 
opportunity to reunite with many people I hadn't seen in years, t h us 
reintroducing myself as a deputy for their community. Th e car n i val 
provided a great way for officers to speak to membe rs of the c ommun i t y 
about various issues which concerned them. Many residents made u s aware 
o f situations which may have otherwi se went unreported if t he in f ormal 
meeting between officer and citizen had not tak e n place. The Kinta 
Halloween Carnival is one of the most enjoyable memories I have as a 
deputy. 
Many of the connnunity policing skills I have witnessed from 
officers did not involve a speci f ic event but a continuing occurrenc e 
between officers and citizens. For exampl e, it is common for a g roup of 
officers to get together in the a ft ernoon and eat at one of seve r a l 
restaurants in the community. While this may sound like s imple o ff icer 
camaraderie, it is also another good opportunity t o make of f icer s 
readily available to residents. As other customers e nter the 
restaurant, they frequently approach the officers asking questions about 
police matters or just visiting. I have fr equently noticed that as I 
visit with officers at a 2~-hour convenience store in Stig ler during the 
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night. c i tizens who corne i nt o t he store u s ually stop by our tab l e fo r 
conversation. Such interaction help s t o establ ish l asting f ri e ndsh ip s 
between the community and law enf orcement. 
The positive relationships betwee n indiv idual polic e o ff ic e r s and 
members of the community are the ke y t o communi t y policing i n Has k e ll 
County. This relationship has helped to insure t hat off icer s are very 
approachable to the public. Not only are o ff ic e r s wel l knoWll in t h e 
community, but they know most everyone as well. As o f f icers a nd 
citizens come together in a working relationship, ev eryo ne b enef it s . 
These observations f ound that officers expressed ve r y favo r able 
attitudes and behaviors toward the community. Each of f ic e r demons tra ted 
1 
a positive attitude toward the community through the patience, car i n g . 
nature, and sincerity I witnessed. Officers also demonstrated f a vo r able 
behaviors toward the community as so often they went above and beyon d 
the call o f duty in order to assist people with their needs, e v en wh en 
not directly related to law enforcement. 
Post-Study Observations 
Since the completion of the observational a nd survey re sear ch of 
this thesis in December 1994, I h a v e had more opp ortunities t o observe 
and participate in community policing in Haskell Count y . The s e 
opportunities were a result of my commission a s a Stigler Poli c e 
reserve, and especially my promotion from a res e rve to lake patro l 
deputy with the Haskell County Sheriff's Department. Each of t he s e 
positions allowed me to interact more directly with the communit y as 
well as increased opportunities to observe the actions o f other 
officers. 
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I n the spring of 1995, while employed as a security off icer in 
Stillwater, I was commiss i oned as a r eserve police office r fo r the city 
of Stigler. I was already very f amiliar with their department fr om 
riding with their officers and assisting t hem as a count y res er ve . 
The shifts I volunteered varied and averaged about 24 hours per month . 
This provided me with even more access to observe the po l ice-community 
interactions of my study population. These new ob servations did no t 
change any perceptions I had about the department's a ttitudes and . , 
behaviors toward the community, but only reinforced th e earlier 
observations I had made. I • 
• » 
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In May 1995. I left Western Security and accepted a l ake pa t rol ) 
~ 
deputy position with the Haskell County Sheriff's Department. Th i s 
provided me with the opportunity to study community policing in Haskell 
County on a daily basis for a period of three months. I worked f ive 
shifts per week f or the county and usually volunteered my off days t o 
the Stigler reserve force. During this time , I logged over 550 hour s on 
lake patrol as well as at least 80 hours reserving fo r the Stigler 
Police Department. This experience not only provided the opportunity t o 
collect additional observations. but also allowed me to compare a three 
month observation in 1995 to the one year study fr om 1994. 
As discussed earlier in the observational findings, th e sheriff's 
department hires two lake deputies each summer. their s alaries 
subsidized by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. I was assigned t o Kerr 
Lake which included Keota Landing and Cowlington Point recreational 
areas. I also answere d calls and responded to incident s f or the 
northeastern section of Haskell County as well a s backing up the regular 
deputy on duty and the Keota Police Department. On Sunday ni ghts. when 
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Keota di d not have an off icer on duty , I patro l led tha t city and 
answered their call s . 
Keota, with a population of about 800, i s t he second l ar ges t cit y 
in Haskell County. Keota Police Chief Leonard Cowett, along with 
Reserve Officer Jim Knowles, have a relationship with t heir community 
which would be the envy of most department s . These two off icers know 
virtually everyone in their community . Ke ota res i dents f eel comfo rtable 
approaching these officers at any time. During my time as a la ke 
deputy, I developed a close working relationship with the Keo t a Pol ice 
Department and it did not take long for the peop l e of Keot a t o we l come 
me into their community a f ter seeing me on a daily basis. I devel oped a 
deeper appreciation for community policing as Keota residents began 
viewing me as the deputy they turned to first when dealing with t he 
sheriff's department. In essence, I became the community polic e l iaison 
between the sherif f 's department and the people of Keota. 
During my summer employment with the sheriff ' s depar tment , several 
things developed within Haskell County law enf orcement which should be 
viewed as promising toward community policing. Both the s heri ff ' s 
department and Stigler Police Department rece ives COPS grant s , wh ic h a r e 
federal grants aimed at assisting departments in the development of 
community policing. These grants allowed for each agenc y t o hi r e an 
additional officer and devote more time to programs aimed speci f ically 
at the cornrnunitv. 
A reserve officer's academy was held in Stigler during t he summer 
of 1995 to train additional volunteer of f icers for both the she ri f f' s 
department and city police department. This academy was instructed by 
local officers who taught cadets not onl y legal and tactical methods , 
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but the importance of the communit y and developing a pos itive working 
r elationships with the people you are s worn t o prot ect. The re s erve 
f orce of the county was greatly increased and t h us t he s afety of bot h 
the community and other officers was improved. Weekly articles in t he 
Stigler News Sentine l kept the community upda ted on the pr ogres s of t he 
reserve cadets. The local newspaper also ran weekl y article s on 
community programs. drug busts, and arrests by l aw enf orcemen t off icers 
which resulted in po s itive community fe edback. • I 
Juvenile programs also continued. When the sheriff 's depa rtmen t 
ran out of funds for the D. A.R.E. program. the city of Stigle r s te pped 
in and took over the county D. A. R. E. program to insure that al l chi ld r en 
in Haskell County would have the opportunity to learn to resist dr ugs 
and violence. The community continued to express their support fo r t he 
program. 
I was impressed by the positive relationship I observed be t ween t he 
community and the police not only during my thre e months a s a l ake 
deputy, but the entire duration of my study . The attitudes and 
behaviors of officers toward the community were very positive and s howed 
potential for increased use of community policing in the f uture . Th e 
observational findings were very supportive of the survey f ind ings , 
which are discussed next. 
Survey Findings 
The first item on the survey questionnaire asked "What dep a rtment 
are you employed with?" Eleven of the respondents worked for the 
Haskell County Sheriff's Department. The re were also eleven municipal 
officers surveyed including eight Stigler off icers. one Keota off icer, 
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one Kinta officer, and one McCurtain off icer. Two Oklahoma Highway 
Patrolmen who are assigned t o the area were al s o surveyed . 
The second item asked "What i s your rank? " Hal f of t he resp ondent s 
(twelve) were classified as "patrol of f icers," which included patrolman, 
deputy , and trooper. Six of the respondents were classif ied as 
"supervisors," which included chief, assistant chie f , se r geant, and 
undersheriff. The remaining six respondents were classif ied as 
"reserves," which included reserve and auxiliary off icers . 
TABLE G 
A COMPARISON OF OFFICERS BY AGE, EXPERIENCE, AND RESIDENCY 
(Numbers expressed in t erms of years ) 
Age Experience Residency 
DEPARTMENT 
County 32 .73 5.00 20 .00 
Municipal 36.27 5.73 23 . 91 
State 40.50 18 . 50 19 .00 
RANK 
Reserve 30.83 1. 33 26 . 50 
Patrol Officer 36.80 10. 33 23 . 33 
Supervisor 37.00 3.67 17 . 17 
EDUCATION 
High School 34.50 3 .50 18 .38 
1-3 Years College 34 .70 9.10 25 . 20 
4 or More Years College 36.17 6 .50 24 .17 
Total Average 35.00 6.46 21.71 
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The average age of t he re spondent s was 35, ranging f r om 21 t o 58 
year s of age. State off icers were ol der on average , with an average a ge 
of 40 .50. The second oldest gr oup was municipal off icers , with an 
average age of 36.27. Count y of f icers were the youngest on average, 
32 .73. Res pondents were shown to be olde r in relation t o t hei r rank . 
The average a ge f or re s erves was 30.83, 36 .08 f or pa trol off i ce r s , and 
37.00 for supervisors. 
The respondents surveyed have been of f icers an avera ge of 6 . 46 
years. State officers were the most experienced group, with an ave r age 
of 18.50 years of service. Municipal and count y of f icers wer e less 
experienced on average, 5.73 and 5.00 years respectively . Wh i le pa trol 
officers had an average of 10.33 years experience, supervisor s ave r aged 
3.67 years experience. The least experienced group were reserve 
of ficers, with an average of 1.33 years of serv ices. 
When asked "How many years have you lived in Haskell Coun t y? ", t he 
average of all respondents was 21. 71 years of residenc y . The grea te s t 
length 01 residency was f ound among municipal off ic e r s wi th a n ave r age 
of 23.91 years. County of f icers responded with an avera ge o f 20 . 00 
years and state officers averaged 19.00 years of residen cy in Haske l l 
County. 
The educational level of all respondents we re divided i n t o t hre e 
categories: high school, 1-3 years of college, and 4 year s or mor e of 
college. "High school" included those officers with onl y a hi gh s chool 
diploma or a G.E.D. The "1-3 years" category included those wh o have 
completed at least one college semester or a ccumulative hours , but have 
not completed enough hours t o hold a bachelor's de gree. This ca te gory 
also included those officers with associate s or vocational degree s . The 
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"4 years or more" category included t hos e of f icers with a bachelor' s 
degree as well as any graduate hours. 
As Tab l e H shows, eight of f icers, or 33% of the respondent s , have 
only a high school education. Ten off icers, or 42 %, have 1- 3 year s of 
college, and six officers, or 25 %, have 4 year s or mor e college. Two-
thirds of the officers surveyed have an educational l ev e l beyond a h i gh 
school diploma. 
TABLE H 
A COMPARI SON OF OFFICERS BY HI GHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATIO ' 
1-3 Years 4 or Mor e 
High School College Year s College 
N % K % N '" 10 
DEPARTMENT 
County 3 27 .5 3 27 . 5 5 45 . 0 
Municipal 5 45.0 6 55 . 0 0 0 . 0 
State U 0.0 1 50 . 0 1 50 . 0 
AGE 
21-29 3 33.3 3 33 .3 3 33 . 3 
30-39 3 43.0 4 57 . 0 0 0 .0 
40 and Above 2 25.0 3 37 . 5 3 37 . 5 
RANK 
Rese.rve 2 33. 0 1 17.0 3 50 . 0 
Patrol Officer 3 25.0 6 50. 0 3 25 . 0 
Supervisor 3 50.0 3 50.0 0 0 .0 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Year or Less 4 50.0 0 0 .0 4 50 .0 
2-6 Years 4 40. 0 6 60 .0 0 0 . 0 
More than 6 Years 0 0.0 4 67 . 0 2 33 .0 
Total Average 8 33. 0 10 42 . 0 6 25.0 
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The educational leve l of both state and county officers was high. 
Of the state officers. one had 1-3 years o f col l ege and t he other had 4 
years of college. Almost three- f ourths of count y of f icers had attended 
college, 45 % of them holding as least a bachelor's degree. Municipal 
officers were the least educated group, with 45% only having a high 
school diploma. While 55 % of municipal officers had l - 3 years of 
college. not one municipal officer had a bachelor's de gree. 
Age did not appear to make much difference with the educ a tional 
level of respondents. As Table H shows, officers in their 20s and 40 o r 
more were divided among the three educational categories, while o ff i ce r s 
in their 30s were less educated. 
Officers with a high school education had no more than six years 
experience as an office, half of them having no more than one year of 
experience. Those officers with 1-3 years of college had at least two 
years experience. Officers with a bachelor's degree or more were either 
new to law enforcement with one year experience or less or well 
experienced with at least sixteen years of service. 
Surprisingly, the higher an officer's rank, the lower his 
educational level was. The lowest ranking of ficers, reserves, had the 
highest level of education on average with half of the reserves ho l ding 
a bachelor's degree. Half of patrol officers had 1-3 years of col l ege 
and were equally divided between high school and bachelor degrees. Half 
of supervisors only had a high school diploma and not one held a 
bachelor's degree. This suggests that an officer's educational 
background has little, it anything to do with promotional opportunities 
in Haskell County. 
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Item seven a s ked "What hour s do you n o r ma l l y patrol ? " Seventeen o f 
the officers listed nightly hours. F ive of the off icers stated t h at 
their hours vary. Two o f the officers responde d that t h ey only work 
days. This item was removed from the survey f inding s re l ated t o o f fic er 
characteristics because the working hours o f most o ff icers change e v ery 
so often. The responses given were based on the hours each respond e nt 
happen to be working at the time they were survey ed and did n o t 
represent a permanent shift. With the exception o f a f ew Stigl er Po lic e 
Department officers, an officer in Haskell County will end up wo r ki n g 
every type of shift imaginable, therefore, it is not possible t o truly 
categorize these officers based on what hours they work . 
In order to measure community policing , it is important to examine 
what motivated each officer to enter law enforcement. The responses 
given were placed into one of three categories: to help t h emse l ves, to 
help the community, and other reasons. Responses classi f ied a s "help 
themselves" included responses such as personal enjoyment, retirement 
benefits, job security, excitement, and like being in char ge . Response s 
categories as "help community" included those such as helping peopl e , 
protect and serve, make a difference, and alleviate problems. " Other 
reasons" included childhood dream, family tradition, talked into it, and 
the more unusual response given on this item "mayor asked me t o ." For 
the purpose of this measurement, only the responses categorized as "help 
themselves" and "help community" will be examined. 
As Table I shows, more officers were motivated to help the 
community than to help themselves. These were eight respondents 
classified as "help themselves" and ten classified as "help community." 
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When comparing the response s t o thi s question of t he various categories 
of officers surveyed, interesting patterns were f ound. 
Nunicipal officers were more likely to have lis t ed a response which 
showed personal gain as a motive in becoming a po l ice offi cer. While 
45 % of municipal officers gave a respons e c l ass if ied a s "he l p 
themselves,1I only 27 % listed a "help community " respons e . County 
officers were just the opposite, listing a des i re t o help the c ommuni t y 
more often. While 67 % of county officers listed a response c l assi f ied 
as "help community," only 18% listed a "help themselves" response. 
State officers were divided between "help themselves" and "other 
reasons. II 
There were also interesting patterns among the different a ge 
groups. Officers in their 20s were overwhelmingly more l ike l y to give a 
"help community" response, with 67 %, while only one of f icer in their 20s 
listed a "help themselves" response. Officers in their 30s were mo r e 
closely divided with three listing "help themselve s " and two lis ting 
"help community" responses. Officers 40 and above were twice a s likely 
to give a "help themselves" response than a "help commun i t y" response . 
These findings suggest that younger officers ar e motivat ed to be come a 
police officer by a desire to help others, but as they become older, 
consider their own welfare more. 
An officer's rank was also found to be related to the ir reason in 
becoming a police officer. Two-thirds of reserve officers entered law 
enforcement to help the community. This number fell to 42 % among patrol 
officers. Supervisors, on the other hand, were three times as likely to 
list "help themselves" responses than "help communit y ." 
An officer's years of experience as a police officer wa s also 
related to their motivation to enter the career. Three-fourths of 
officers with one year experience or less listed a "help community" 
response. This number fell to 30% among of f icers wit h 2- 6 years 
experience, with 40% of that group listing a "help themselves" response. 
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Officers with more than six year s experience were three times as l i ke ly 
to have become a police of f icer to he l p themselves t han the communit y . 
While half of the officers with only a high school diploma wanted 
to help the community. 25 % of them wanted to he l p themselves. Of thos e 
officers with 1-3 years of college, 50% listed a "help thems e l ve s " 
response and 30% wanted to help the community . Of off icers wit h a 
bachelor's degree or more, half became a police officer to he l p t he 
community and only one listed a "help themselves" response. 
When respondents described the primary responsibility of a pol i ce 
officer, each answer was placed into one of four categories: protect 
and serve, law enforcement, keep the peace, and community service. 
Respondents frequently listed multiple answers, which were al l included 
in the findings. therefore, the percentages on Table J equa l more t han 
100%. 
IIprotect and serve" was the most common response, listed by two-
thirds of all officers surveyed. It was the most common respons e of 
both county and municipal officers, of all a ge groups and of all r a nks . 
The second most common response of all officers surveyed was "law 
enforcement," listed by 38% of respondents. "Law enf orcement" was equal 
to "protect and serve" among officers with more than six years 
experience and those officers with 1-3 years of college. "Law 
enforcement" was the most common response given by state of f icers and 
the findings show that the more experience an officer has, the more 
likely they will view the enforcement of law as their primary 
responsibility. 
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TABLE J 
ITEM 9: DESCRIBE THE PRIMARY RESPO SIBnITY OF A POLICE OFFICER 
(Multiple answers result in percentages equaling mo re than 100%) 
DEPARTMENT 
County 
Municipal 
State 
AGE 
21-29 
30-39 
40 and Above 
RANK 
Reserve 
Patrol Officer 
Supervisor 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Year or Less 
2-6 Years 
More than 6 Years 
EDUCATION 
High School 
1-3 Years of College 
4 or More Years College 
Total Average 
Protect 
and Serve 
N % 
7 64.0 
8 73.0 
1 50.0 
{, 67.0 
5 71. 0 
5 63.0 
4 67.0 
9 75.0 
3 50.0 
5 63.0 
7 70.0 
4 67.0 
6 75.U 
() 60.0 
4 67.0 
16 67.0 
Law 
Enf orcement 
N % 
3 27 .0 
4 36.0 
2 100.0 
3 33.0 
3 43 .0 
3 38.0 
2 33.0 
5 42.0 
2 33.0 
2 25.0 
3 30.0 
4 67.0 
() U.O 
6 60.0 
3 50.0 
9 38.0 
Keep the 
Peace 
0 0 . 0 
2 18.0 
0 0 . 0 
1 11.0 
0 0 .0 
1 13.0 
1 17. 0 
0 0.0 
1 17.0 
0 0.0 
2 20 . 0 
0 0 .0 
12 . 5 
1 10.0 
0 0.0 
2 8 .0 
Communit y 
Ser vi ce 
J',; % 
3 27 . 0 
9 . 0 
1 50 . 0 
3 33 . 0 
1 14 . 0 
1 13 .0 
2 33. 0 
2 17 . 0 
17 . 0 
3 38 . 0 
1 10 . 0 
17 . 0 
1 12 . 5 
2 20 . 0 
2 33 .0 
5 21.0 
The answer most closely related to community policing , "community 
service," was given by 21 % of respondents. \.-.lhile "community service" 
was not the most common response given by any particular group, it was 
given at a higher rate by some when compared to their opposing groups. 
County officers were three times more likely to list "community service" 
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a s t he primary responsibilit y of a police off icer t han municipa l 
off icers. Those of ficers who listed "community s ervice " we r e mo st 
commonly in their 20s, reserves, and had one year experience or l es s . 
It was also found that the more education an off icer had , t he mo re 
likely he wa s to list "community service" as the primary responsib i l ity 
of a police officer. 
Each of the officers surveyed were asked what they believe 
determines the effectiveness of the police. The responses given we r e 
placed into one of three ca tegorie.s : individual of f icer, communi t y 
relations, and quantitative statistics. "Individual of ficer" answers 
included any response which reflected that officers themselves determine 
police effectiveness. "Community re l ations" included any response whic h 
reflected a view in which the community determine police e ff ectiveness . 
Answers classified as "quantitative statistics" inc l uded answer s wh ich 
viewed crime rates and statistics as the way t o determine police 
effectiveness. 
Many of ficers gave multiple answers to this qu estion, which we r e 
all included, therefore, the percentages of each cat egory may equa l mo r e 
than 100%. The most common response given by off ic e r s wa s "communit y 
relations," given by 54% of the respondents. Both the "individua l 
officer" and "quantitative statistics" answers were given by 38% of 
respondents. 
The majority of county officers, 64 %, believed th e communit y 
determines the effectiveness of the police. Munic ipa l off icers were 
equally divided between "individual officer" and "communit y relations." 
State officers were divided between "community relations" and 
"quantitative statistics." 
---
An interesting trend wa s f ound among t he a ge g roups. Off icers in 
their 20s viewe d both "community relations " a nd " qua ntitat ive 
statistics" a s important indicators o f po l ic e e ffe ctiv eness , wh i l e 
viewing the "individual officer" a s considerably les s i mport an t. Th i s 
view reversed with age. The older an officer was, t he mo r e he viewed 
himself as important and the less he relied on crime statistic s . The 
community remained at around half among a l l age groups. 
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Among the various ranks, reserve officers overwhelmin gly v iewed t h e 
community as the determinate of police e ff ectiveness . Superviso r s were 
also more likely to view the community as a more importan t ind i cato r 
than individual officers or statistics. Patrol officers viewed 
themselves as the most important indicator o f police effectiveness . I t 
was also found that more rank an officer had , the less h e re l ied on 
statistics. 
A pattern was also discovered in relation t o an off icer's 
experience. Officers wit h one year experience o r less we r e mos t likely 
to view the community as the indica tor of po l ice e ff ective n ess a nd leas t 
likely to view the individual officer as the indicator. The r e wa s a 
closer gap between the two responses among o ff ice rs with 2- 6 year s 
experience. Officers with more than six year s on the f orce wer e mos t 
likely to view themselves as the primary indicator of effec tiven es s . 
These findings show that the more experience an o f ficer ha s, the mo r e he 
views himself as an indicator of effectiveness and the l e s s h e views the 
community as an indicator. 
Very little difference was found between the response s of o f f i cers 
of different educational backgrounds. "Community relat i ons " was the 
most common response among all three educational groups , slightly higher 
-. 
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among those with a bachelor's degree. Both other responses range d f rom 
33% to 40% among all educational groups. 
TABLE K 
ITEH 10: WHAT DETERMINES THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE POLI CE ? 
(Multiple answers result in percentages equaling more than 1007.) 
Individual Community Quantitative 
Officer Relations Statistic s 
N % N % N '"' 10 
DEPARTHENT 
County 4 36.0 7 64.0 5 45. 0 
Municipal 5 45.0 5 45.5 3 27. 0 
State 0 0.0 1 50.0 1 50 . 0 
AGE 
21-29 2 22 .0 5 56 . 0 5 56 . 0 
30-39 2 29.0 4 57.0 4 50 . 0 
40 and Above 5 63.0 4 50. 0 2 25 . 0 
RANK 
Reserve 1 17.0 5 83 .0 3 50 . 0 
Patrol Officer 6 50.0 5 42 .0 5 42 . 0 
Supervisor 2 33.0 3 50.0 17 . 0 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Year or Less 2 25.0 5 63 . 0 3 38 .. 0 
2-6 Years 4 40.0 5 50.0 4 40.0 
Hare than 6 Years 3 50.0 2 33.0 2 33 .0 
EDUCATION 
High School 3 38.0 4 50.0 3 38.0 
1-3 Years of College 4 40.0 5 50.0 4 40.0 
4 or More Years College 2 33.0 4 67 .0 2 33.0 
Total Average 9 31:).0 13 54.0 9 38.0 
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Item eleven of t he questionnaire asked "What do you be l ieve in t he 
most common cause of crime?" Of the variou s answers given, each can be 
placed into one of seven categories: drugs/alcohol , unemployment / 
poverty, family environment, biological explanation, brea kdown of 
morals/values, lack of punishment, and lack o f education . The t wo mos t 
common responses were drugs/alcohol (38 %) and unemployment / pove rt y 
(33 %) . Many officers gave multiple answers, which caused the f indings 
to equal more than 100%. 
There were several interesting findings among the diff erent 
demographic groups. For example, all four respondents which listed a 
breakdown of morals/values were county officers. Municipal off icers 
were much more likely to view unemployment/poverty as a cause of crime 
than county or state officers. Also, the older an off icer was, the mo re 
variety of answers given. 
Perhaps the most interesting answers given were thos e whic h 
reflected a biological explanation for crime, given by one out of six 
officers surveyed. This shows that the theories of Lombro so , Hoo t en, 
Sheldon, and the Glueks are still being used by some office r s . The 
majority of those which gave a biological explanation were count y 
officers and those officers with one year experience or less. Officers 
with a bachelor's degree were more likely to give a biolog i ca l 
explanation for crime than those less educated. 
Each officer was given the opportunity to describe how they believe 
crime could be reduced in their community. Of the various answer s 
given, each can be placed into one of six categories: mor e police/ 
funds, more juvenile programs, stricter law enforcement, community 
involvement, drug prevention, and better economy. The two most common 
r 
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TABLE L 
ITEM 11: WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE IS THE ~'IOST COMMON CAUSE OF CRIM E? 
(Multiple answers result in the percentages equaling more than 100%) 
Drugs and Unempl oyment Family Biological Breakdmvn of Lack of La ck of 
Alcohol and Poverty Env ironment EXl2lanation Morals/Values Punishment Education 
N % N % N % N % N % N % N 
DEPARTMENT 
County 4 36 2 18 9 3 27 4 36 2 18 0 0 
Municipal 5 45 6 55 2 J 8 1 9 0 0 0 0 1 9 
State 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 1 50 1 50 
AGE 
21-29 4 44 4 44 0 0 2 22 2 22 1 11 0 0 
30-39 4 57 1 14 2 29 0 0 0 0 1 14 1 1 
40 and Above 1 13 3 38 2 25 2 25 2 25 1 13 1 13 
RANK 
Reserve 4 67 3 50 1 17 1 17 1 17 1 1 7 0 0 
Patrol Officer 2 17 3 25 3 25 2 17 3 25 2 I 7 1 8 
Supervisor 3 50 2 33 0 0 1 17 0 0 0 0 1 17 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Ye a r or Less 3 38 2 25 1 13 3 38 1 13 1 .13 1 13 
2-6 Years 5 50 5 50 0 0 1 10 1 10 0 0 0 0 
More than 6 Ye a rs 17 17 3 50 0 0 2 33 2 33 1 I 7 
EDUCATION 
High School 3 38 3 38 0 0 13 13 0 0 I 13 
1-3 Years of College 5 50 3 30 3 30 1 10 1 10 2 20 a 0 
4 or More Years College 17 2 33 17 2 33 2 33 J 7 17 
Total Average 9 38 8 33 4 17 4 17 4 I 7 3 13 2 8 
-..J 
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r esponses were "community involvement" and " mo r e police/f unds," each 
with 37.5%. The third most common respons e wa s " s trict e r 1 a .... ' 
enforcement," given by one out of f our officers. Due t o mu l tiple 
answers, which were all included, the findings of e ach g r o up may equal 
more than 100%. 
There were strong patterns found among the answers o f t h e var i ous 
groups. While county officers were most likely to list " str icte r law 
enforcement" and "community involvement" as ways to reduce crime, th e 
majority of municipal of f icers wanted more police officers or fu nding 
for their department. All state officers listed "communit y 
involvement." 
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There were also interesting patterns among the different a ge 
groups. Of f icers in their 20s were most likely to l ist "communit y 
involvement" as the way to reduce crime in their communit y . Off icer s in 
their 30s were most likely to want more of f icers and funds. Offi cer s 40 
and above were most likely to list "strict er law en fo rcement" as th e way 
to reduce crime. "Drug prevention" appeared t o decre ase in importanc e 
with age. While three officers in their 20s listed "drug pr evention," 
only one officer in their 30s and no officers 40 and above listed "drug 
prevention." It was also found that "strict e r law enforcement" became 
more important with age while "communit y involvement" became le ss 
important. 
Another interesting pattern can be found among the va rious ranks. 
Reserve officers were most like ly to list "stricter law en f orcement" and 
"drug prevention" as ways to reduce crime. Patrol of f icers were more 
likely to list "community involvement." Superv isors were overwhelmingl y 
r ';1 
TABLE M 
ITEM 12: HOW DO YOU BELIEVE CRIME COULD BE REDUCED IN YOUR COMMUNITY ? 
(Multiple answers result in the percentages equaling more than 100%) 
More Police More Juvenile Stricter La,_ Community Drug Bette r 
Officers or Funds Programs Enforcement Involvement Prevention Economy 
N % N % N % N % N % N Z 
DEPARTt-1ENT 
County 3 27 0 0 4 36 4 36 2 18 1 9 
Municipll.l 6 55 3 27 2 18 3 27 2 18 1 9 
State 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 100 0 0 0 0 
AGE 
21-29 3 33 1 11 11 5 56 3 33 0 0 
30-39 4 57 14 1 14 2 29 1 14 1 14 
40 and Above 2 25 13 4 50 2 25 0 0 1 13 
RANK 
Reserve 1 17 1 7 3 50 2 33 3 50 0 0 
Patrol Off icer 3 25 2 17 3 25 6 50 1 8 2 17 
Sup e rvisor 5 83 0 0 0 0 1 17 0 0 0 0 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Yea r or Less 1 13 0 0 3 38 4 50 2 25 0 0 
2-6 Yea rs 7 70 1 10 1 10 2 20 1 10 0 0 
More than 6 Years 1 17 2 33 2 33 3 50 17 2 33 
EDUCATION 
High School 4 50 1 13 2 25 2 25 1 13 0 0 
1-3 Years of College 5 50 2 20 1 10 3 30 2 20 10 
4 or More Years College 0 0 0 n 3 50 4 67 17 1 7 
Total Average 9 37 . 5 3 12 . 5 6 25 9 37. 5 L, 17 2 8 
-- ----_. 
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most li kely to believe more officers and f unding fo r their department 
was the answer to reducing crime. 
Among officers with one year experience or less, "community 
involvement" and "stricter law enf orcement" were the two most common 
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responses. Off icers with 2-6 years experience were most likel y , b y a 
strong 70%, to view "more police/ f unds" as the way to reduce c rime i n 
their community. Officers with more than six years experience were mor e 
diversified in their answers, listing answers f rom all six cate gories. 
Half of these veteran officers listed "community involvement." It was 
also found that with experience, an officer was more likely to want 
"more juvenile programs" and officers with more than six years 
experience were the only group to list "better economy " as a way to 
reduce crime. 
Hiring more police office rs and providing more fundin g t o 
departments was the most popular answer among officers with a h i gh 
school diploma as well as those with 1-3 years o f college. 
Interestingly, not one officer with a bachelor' s degree wanted "mor e 
police/funds." Officers with bachelor's degrees we r e most likely to 
list "community involvement" and "stricter law enforcement" as way s to 
reduce crime. The findings show that the more education an o fficer had, 
the more of an emphasis he placed on "community invo l vement." 
When officers were asked to describe their definition of communit y 
policing, the most common definition involved a working relationship and 
cooperation between citizens and the police. Many officers mentioned 
individuals officers participating in some type o f community service, 
such as volunteering time to set up neighborhood watches. Several 
officers also spoke of the importance of listening to the community. 
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Helping the community work to s ol v e their own p r obl ems a nd i mprov ing 
communication between citizens and the police were also common 
responses. Two other responses were making off icers mor e appr oac habl e 
to the public and insuring tha t the community is wel l in f or med . All of 
these answers are common def initions of community po l icing . 
Only one off icer defined community-oriented policing as i mpr ov ing 
the relationship between police and the community , t he goal of t he old 
police-community relations ef f orts of the late 1960s and ear l y 1970s . 
This respondent was one of the older officers, trained during the era of 
police-community relations, which explains his response. Overal l, t he 
officers in Haskell County had a good understanding of community 
policing. 
Item fourteen of the questionnaire asked each of f i cer t o " Gi ve 
examples of community-oriented policing used by your depart ment." The 
most common practice listed by officers was the D. A. R. E. program, lis t ed 
by 73 % of municipal officers, 55% of count y of fi ce r s , and ha lf of s t a t e 
officers. The two other most common responses involved off ic e r s hav i ng 
individual contact with citizens and of f icers speaking t o c it i ze n 
groups. Some of the other answers included Pro j ect We Car e (a progr am 
by the Stigler Police Department aimed at assisting the elde r l y ) , 
departments sponsoring juvenile athletic events, Make a Wi s h Pr ogram, 
and the Boy Scout Explorers ride-along program. 
One of the more interesting examples given was the us e of C. B. 
radios to allow direct contact between citizens and individual officers 
in patrol cars . This direct communication allows citizens quicker 
access to an officer, thus increasing their sense of security, and 
allows the officer to speak directly tu citizens and broadcast 
--
information on various emer gencies or matters which may concern them. 
While there were a variety o f examples g iven, two off ic e r s , one count y 
and one municipal, could not list any communit y po l ic i ng pra ct i c e us e d 
by the ir department. 
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When the off icers surveyed gave examples of how the y h av e 
personally used community-oriented policing, the most f requent re sponse, 
listed by about one-third of respondents, was visiting with a nd 
personally interacting with citizens. Two other common respon ses were 
working with juveniles and volunteering f ree time to community p ro grams . 
Other examples included foot patrol, setting positiv e example s f or 
others to follow, sensitivity to victims, educating t h e public, and 
assisting with the needs of the community. Two o f ficers did not list 
any examples o f personally using community policing . 
When asked what types of programs each off icer would like t o se e 
their department focus on in the future, the two most common prog rams 
listed by officers were youth-oriented programs and drug pre v enti on 
programs, both listed by 29 % of officers. Raising the educa tiona l 
standards of officers and improving communic ation with the publi c we r e 
next, both with 21 %. The fifth most common answer, li s ted by f our 
officers, was establishing neighborhood watch g roup s . Other ide a s f or 
future programs included domestic violence intervention, mo r e aggr e s s ive 
law enforcement, gun safety classes for the public. and incr e ased us e of 
foot patrol. Two officers wrote "Don't know" as their answer. 
Of the total respondents, fourteen o f ficers (5 8% of the total 
respondents) had formal training in community policing while the 
remaining ten did not (Table N). The majorit y o f both count y and 
municipal officers had training in community policing. as well as ha l f 
--
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of the s tat e officers . The s urvey fo und t ha t younger off icers wer e more 
l ikely to have had conununity polic e tra ining than old er off ic ers . While 
t wo-thirds of of ficers in their 20 5 had training , 57% of off i ce r s i n 
their 30s and only half of officers 40 and above had communit y po l i ce 
tra ining . 
There were also di ff erences f ound among ranks. Rese rve off ice r s 
were equally divided between those wh o did and did not have the 
training. Three-fourths of patrol of f icers said t h ey had communit y 
police training while two-thirds of their supervisors did not. Off ic er s 
with one year experience or less and those of f icers with 2- 6 ye ar s 
experience were both equally divided between those which had the 
training and those who did not. Of f icers with more than six yea r s 
experience, however, were much more likely t o have had traini ng i n 
conununity policing , with 83% responding "yes." 
The education of an of f icer had a re l ation whic h could be shown 
with being trained in community pol icing . The maj or i t y of of f icer s wi th 
only a high school diploma did not hav e the training , only 38% did . 
Among officers with 1-3 years of college , 60% had training . An 83% 
majority of of f icers with a bachelor's de gree or mor e had commun i t y 
police training. 
Each officer surveyed had read an ave rage of 2 . 63 journa l a rt ic l e s 
or books on community policing in the past yea r . As Tab le 0 shows , 
there were several major differences between the va rious gr oup s . Fo r 
example, lower ranking officers have read many more article s and books 
than higher ranking of f icers. While r eserves had r ead 5 . 87 more books 
than the total average, supervisors had read 1.42 les s artic l e s and 
books than avera ge. The education of each off icer had a great deal t o 
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do with the number of art i cles and books on community policing read . 
Officers with 1-3 years of college read more t han twice a s many ar t icles 
and books as those officers with only a high school dip l oma . Offi cers 
which held at least a bachelor's degree had read more than eight time s 
as many articles and books as high school graduates. 
TABLE 
ITEM 17 : HAVE YOU RECEIVED ANY TRAI NI NG I N 
COMMUN ITY-ORIENTED POLICING ? 
Yes No 
N % % 
DEPARTMENT 
County 7 64 . 0 4 36 . 0 
Municipal 6 55.0 5 45. 0 
State 1 50.0 1 50 . 0 
AGE 
21-29 6 67.0 3 33 . 0 
30-39 4 5 7. 0 3 43 . 0 
40 and Above 4 50 .0 4 50 . 0 
RANK 
Reserve 3 50.0 3 50 . 0 
Patrol Officer 9 75 . 0 3 25 . 0 
Supervisor 2 33 . 0 4 67 . 0 
EXPERI ENCE 
1 Year or Less 4 50 . 0 4 50 . 0 
2-6 Years 5 50 .0 5 50.0 
More than 6 Years 5 83 . 0 17.0 
EDUCATION 
High School 3 38.0 5 62 . 0 
1-3 Years of College 6 60 .0 4 40. 0 
4 or More Years College 5 83 .0 17 . 0 
Total Average 14 58.0 10 42 . 0 
-
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There was also a relation f ound between an o ff i cer ' s age a nd t h e 
number o f articles and books read. Of ficers in their 30s read f i ve 
times as many articles and books as of f icers 40 and above and off ice r s 
in their 205 read twice as many articles and books as of f i cers in their 
30s. Also, while officers with one year experience or les s an d t hose 
with more than six years experience read more articles and books than 
average, officers with 2-6 years experience scored t h e lowest of any 
group, reading an average of only .50 articles and book s per year. 
Item nineteen of the questionnaire asked "In the past year, h ow 
many times have you volunteered your free time to communit y prog rams ?" 
Five of the answers were deleted due to a non-numerical answer such as 
"few," "several," or "many." Of the nineteen officers which answered in 
a correct manner, the average number was 8.26. There were n ot ma j or 
differences found between the responses of each group as there has been 
with other items. It was found that the group which volunteered t hei r 
free time the least were high school educated o f ficers whil e th ose wi th 
1-3 years of college volunteered their time the most. It was also fo und 
that the more experience an officer had, the mor e likely he was t o 
volunteer his time to the community. It should be pointed out, that a l l 
reserve officers volunteer their time each shi f t they work . 
-TABLE 0 
ITEM 18: I N THE PAST YEAR, HOW MANY JOURNAL ART ICLES OR BOOKS 
HAVE YOU READ ON COMMU I TY-ORIENTED POL ICI NG? 
DEPARTMENT 
County 
Municipal 
State 
AGE 
21-29 
30-39 
40 and Above 
RANK 
Reserve 
Patrol Officer 
Superv isor 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Year or Less 
2- 6 Years 
More than 6 Years 
EDUCATION 
High School 
1-3 Years of College 
4 or More Years College 
Total Average 
Average umber o f 
Ar tic l es Rea d 
5. 27 
1. 73 
3.00 
6.3 3 
3. 14 
. 63 
8 .50 
2 . 25 
. 83 
6 . 33 
.50 
3 .6 7 
1 .00 
2 . 30 
8 . 83 
2 . 63 
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TABLE P 
ITEM 19: I N THE PAST YEAR, HOW MANY TINES HAVE YO VOLU NTEERED 
YOUR FREE TIME TO CONNUNITY PROGRAMS? 
DEPARTMENT 
County 
Municipal 
State 
AGE 
21-29 
30-39 
40 and Abov~ 
RANK 
Reserve 
Patrol Officer 
Supervisor 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Year or Less 
2-6 Years 
More than 6 Years 
EDUCATION 
High School 
1-3 Years of College 
4 or More Years College 
Total Average 
Avera ge umb er of 
Volunteered Time 
8.26 
8.38 
6.50 
8 . 80 
7 . 29 
8 .86 
lO .OO 
7.00 
9 . 25 
6.00 
8 . 86 
9 . 82 
5 . 86 
ll. 29 
7. 40 
8 . 26 
When asked, "Do most officers in your department disp lay a 
professional appearance to the public?", all municipal and stat e 
officers replied "yes" (Table Q). Three county of f icers, 27 % of the 
department surveyed, said "no," their officers did not appear 
professional to the public. Of the officers which responded "no," two 
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were patrol officers and one was a reserve. It should be pointed out in 
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f airness to t he county that a few months a f ter this survey was t aken , 
the count y received new uniforms f or their officers whic h may now 
increase their professional appearance. All supervisors be l ieved t heir 
off icers displayed a professional appearance. 
TABLE Q 
ITEM 20: DO MOST OFFICERS I N YOUR DEPARTMENT DISPLAY A 
PROFESSIONAL APPEARANCE TO THE PUBLIC? 
Yes 0 
N % 1\ % 
DEPARTMENT 
Coullty 8 73.0 3 27 . 0 
Municipal 11 100. 0 0 0 . 0 
State 2 100 . 0 0 0 . 0 
RANK 
Reserve 5 83.0 1 17 . 0 
Patrol Officer 10 83.0 2 17 . 0 
Supervisor 6 100.0 0 0.0 
Total Averagt! 21 8 7. 5 3 12 . 5 
The officers surveyed estimated they spoke to an ave r ag e of 45 .9 6 
citizens during one shift (Table R). County off icers spoke t o more 
citizens than municipal and state officers. It was found that younger 
officers spoke to more citizens than older officers. ~~il e officers in 
their 20& spoke to an average of 56.50 people per shift, of f icers in 
their 30s and 40 and above spoke to approximately 40 citizens per shift. 
.... 
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TABLE R 
ITEM 21: ESTIMATE THE NUMBER OF CITI ZENS YOU SPEAK 
WITH DURING ONE SHIFT 
DEPARTMENT 
County 
Municipal 
State 
AGE 
21-29 
30-39 
40 and Above 
RAl\,K 
Reserve 
Patrol Officer 
Supervisor 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Year or Less 
2- 6 Ye ars 
More than 6 Years 
EDUCATION 
High School 
J-3 Years of College 
4 or More Years College 
Total Average 
Average Number of 
Citizens 
54 . 70 
39.09 
40 .00 
56.50 
40 . 71 
40 . 00 
33.40 
55. 42 
37.50 
56 . 71 
32 . 00 
56 . 67 
54 . 29 
41. 50 
43 . 67 
45 .9 6 
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Patrol officers spoke to more people than reserve s or supervi so r s . 
While officers with one year experience or less and those officers with 
more than six years experience spoke to about 56 citizens per shift, 
officers with 2-6 years experience spoke to only 32 citizens. Officers 
with only a high school education spoke to more citizens than those wit h 
a college education. While high school graduates spoke to an average of 
--
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54.29 c itizens per shif t, those with 1-3 y e a r s o f colleg e s pok e t o 41 . 50 
and of f icers with four years or more colle ge spoke t o an av erag e of 
43.67 citizens per shift. 
Item twenty-two asked of f icers "Of the citi z ens you s peak wit h 
during one shi f t, about what percentage of t h ose contact s ar e correc t ive 
in nature?" (Table S) . This item was intended to measure h ow punit i v e 
each o f ficer was. The average of all o f ficers survey ed wa s 20 . 17%, o r 
that one out of fiv e contacts are corrective. County o ffi cer s we r e t he 
most punitive department, with 23.91 % of contacts being correctiv e . 
Municipal officers scored just below average and stat e off icer s were 
found to be the least punitive. Both troopers survey ed estimated t hat 
only 5% of their contacts are corrective. This is contrary t o t he 
stereotype some people have of state troopers being strict a nd pu nitive . 
The findings of this study suggests that state troopers pra ctic e muc h 
more community policing than simple enforcement o f l aw. 
Among the age group s , off icers in the i r 305 we r e th e mo s t p un i ti v e 
with one in four contact s being c orrective . Of fice r s in the ir 20s 
scored just below average while of f icers 4 0 and ab ov e had the lowe s t 
percentage o f corrective contact, 17.13%. Supervisors we r e f ound t o be 
the most punitive rank at 23 .00%, followed by re serves a t 22 . 67 %. 
Patrol officers were the least punitive r a nk wi t h 17 . 50 % of the ir 
contacts being corrective. 
There was a strong relation found b e tween an of f icer' s e xpe rienc e 
and how punitive he was. The percentage o f c o rrective c ontact s f e ll 
sharply with experience. Officers with on e year experience o f less 
reported an average of 28 .75 % o f their contacts b e ing c orre c tiv e. Th i s 
average fell to 19.30% a mong officers with 2- 6 years experienc e . 
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Officers with more than six years experience reported only 10 .17 % of 
their contacts being corrective. It was also f ound that off icer s wi t h 
only a high school diploma were more punitive than t hose with a co l lege 
education. While high school graduates reported an average of 30 . 25% of 
their cuntacts being corrective, 12.90% of off i ce rs with 1-3 years of 
college and 18.83% of contacts of officers with four ye ars or more 
college were corrective. 
TABLE S 
ITEM 22: OF THE CITIZENS YOU SPEAK WITH DURING ONE SHIFT, ABOUT WHAT 
PERCENTAGE OF THOSE CONTACTS ARE CORRECTIVE I J NATURE ? 
DEPARTMENT 
County 
Municipal 
State 
AGE 
21-29 
30-39 
40 and Above 
RA.t~K 
Reserve 
Patrol Officer 
Supervisor 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Year or Less 
2-6 Years 
More than 6 Years 
EDUCATIor-; 
High School 
1-3 Years of College 
4 or More Years College 
Total Average 
% of Contacts 
23.9 1 
19.1 8 
5 .00 
19.00 
25 .1 4 
17. 13 
22.67 
17.50 
23.00 
28.75 
19.30 
1 a. 1 7 
30.25 
12.90 
18.83 
20.17 
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Mos t officers stated they knew more than hal f o f their c ommunit . by 
name (Table T). The average number o f persons in t he community t h e 
o f ficers knew by name was 56.54 %. Of the department s surveys , stat e 
officers knew the highest number o f citizens at 75 %, f ollowe d by 
municipal officers at 64.45 %. Count y o f ficers knew the f ewest cit i zens, 
45.27 %. There was less dif f erences found between age groups, with onl y 
a 6% variation from the lowest group in their 30s to the highest g r o up 
in their 20s. 
It was found that among the ranks, patrol officers knew t he hig h es t 
percentage of citizens. While patrol officers knew 6 1 .5 0% o f citizens 
by name, reserves and supervisors knew just over 51 % of citizens. The 
findings show that the more experience an of f icer has, t h e more citizens 
he knew. While officers with one y ear experience or less knew 50 .50% of 
citizens, officers with 2-6 years of experience knew 52. 80%. This 
percentage jumped to 70.83% among officers with more than six years 
experience. While there was little di f f erence f ound b e twee n the 
educational groups, it was discovered that the more ed uc a ti on an o ff i c e r 
had, the fewer citizens hi:! knew. The time away f rom th e commun i t y in 
order to receive a college education may account for thi s . 
The officers surveyed sbowed a great dea l o f fa ith in t he 
community's ability to reduce crime (Table U) . Nineteen o f the office rs 
surveyed, 79%, believed the community had the greatest ability t o reduce 
crime. Four of the of f icers, 17 %, believed the court system h a d the 
greatest ability to reduce crime and one off icer responded that law 
makers did. Not one officer surveyed believed the police h ad the 
greatest ability to reduce crime. 
---
TABLE T 
ITEM 23: ESTIMATE THE PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS IN YOUR 
COMMUNITY THAT YOU KNm.r BY AL'1E 
DEPARTMENT 
County 
Municipal 
State 
AGE 
21-29 
30-39 
40 and Above 
RANK 
Reserve 
Patrol Officer 
Supervisor 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Year or Less 
2-6 Years 
More than 6 Years 
EDUCATION 
High School 
1-3 Years of College 
4 or Mo re Years College 
Total Average 
% of Pe rsons 
45. 27 
64.4 5 
75.00 
58.6 7 
52.71 
56 . 88 
51. 67 
61. 50 
51. 50 
50.50 
52. 80 
70 . 83 
57 .1 3 
57. 00 
55 . 00 
56 . 54 
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-TABLE U 
ITEM 24: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWI NG HAS THE GREATEST 
ABILITY TO REDUCE CRIME ? 
DEPARTMENT 
County 
Municipal 
State 
AGE 
21-29 
30-39 
40 and Above 
RANK 
Reserve 
Patrol Officer 
Supervisor 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Year or Less 
2-6 Years 
More than 6 Years 
EDUCATION 
High School 
1-3 Years of College 
4 or More Years College 
Total Average 
Community 
N % 
8 73.0 
9 82.0 
2 100.0 
8 89.0 
6 86.0 
5 63.0 
6 100.0 
9 75.0 
4 67.0 
7 88 .0 
7 70.0 
5 83.0 
7 RB.O 
7 70.0 
5 83.0 
19 79.0 
Police 
N % 
0 0. 0 
0 0.0 
0 0. 0 
0 0.0 
a 0.0 
0 0.0 
0 0 .. 0 
a 0.0 
0 0.0 
0 0. 0 
0 0. 0 
0 0.0 
a 0 . 0 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 
0 0 .0 
Court 
Sys tem 
N % 
2 18 .0 
2 18. 0 
0 0. 0 
1 11.0 
0 0. 0 
3 37.0 
1 12 . 0 
3 25. 0 
16 . 5 
1 12 . 0 
2 20 . 0 
1 17. 0 
1 12.0 
2 20.0 
1 17 . 0 
4 17. 0 
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Lawmaker s 
i. 
1 9 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
1 14 .0 
a 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
16 .5 
0 0 . 0 
1 10 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
1 10 . 0 
0 0 .0 
1 4 . 0 
The community was the most common response of all cat ego rie s of 
officers surveyed, but there were still patterns found among the other 
responses given. It was found that the older an off icer was, t he less 
sure he was that the community had the greatest ability t o reduce crime. 
Over one-third of officers 40 and above looked to the court system t o 
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r educe crime. Also, the mor e rank an of ficer had, the less he believ ed 
in the community 's ability to r e duce crime. Wh ile every r eserve off icer 
surveyed responded that the communit y was the key t o r educing c rime , 
three- f ourths of patrol of ficers and two-thirds of supervi so r s r e s ponded 
the same. 
It was also f ound that the more experience an off ice r had, the le s s 
he had faith in the community's ability to reduce crime . As with a ge , 
the more years behind the officer, the lower the percentage of community 
responses and the greater the number of court system res pons es. The r e 
was no significant differences found between the educational group s . 
Virtually every officer surveyed believed they we re supported by 
their community (Table V). Of the twenty-four total of ficers su r ve yed, 
nineteen responded "supportive," f our "very supportive," and one 
"unsupportive." No officer responded "very unsupportive." 
A 91 % majority of county officers believed the community was 
supportive of law enf orcement and one count y offi cer said i t wa s 
unsupportive. No count y officers believed the communi t y wa s v e r y 
supportive of them. Municipal of ficers believed the y had mor e communit y 
support than count y officers. Eight municipal off icers bel i eved th e 
community was supportive and over one - f ourth of them be l ieved the 
community was very supportive. State off icer s were equally divid ed 
between supportive and very supportive. 
Officers in their 30s were less likely to f eel as much s upport f r om 
the community as officers in the other age group s . There was no 
significant differences found between the ranks. While of ficer s with 
one year experience or less were solid in believing the community was 
supportive of them, the responses became more diverse, both negatively 
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and positively, w~th 2- 6 years experience. Of f icers with more than six 
years experience were more in agreement that the community was 
supportive. While college educated of f icers f ound strong support f rom 
the community than those with only a high school education , it should be 
noted that the only officer to find the community unsupportive a l so had 
a college education. 
TABLE V 
ITEM 25: HOW SUPPORTIVE IS YOUR COMMUNITY OF LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT ? 
Very Very 
Supportive Supportive Unsupportive Unsupportive 
N % 1 % N % N % 
DEPARTMENT 
County 0 0.0 10 91.0 1 9. 0 0 0 . 0 
Muni c ipal 3 27 .0 8 73 .0 0 0 . 0 0 0.0 
State 1 50.0 50.0 0 0.0 a 0.0 
AGE 
21-29 2 22.0 7 78.0 a 0.0 0 0 .0 
30-39 0 0.0 6 86.0 1 14 .0 0 0.0 
40 and Above 2 25.0 6 75.0 0 0.0 0 0 .0 
RANK 
Reserve 1 17.0 5 83.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Patrol Officer 2 17.0 9 75.0 1 8 .0 0 0.0 
Supervisor 1 17.0 5 83.0 0 0 .0 0 0.0 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Year or Less 0 0.0 8 100.0 0 0.0 0 0 .0 
2-6 Years 3 30.0 6 60.0 1 10.0 0 0. 0 
More than 6 Years 1 17.0 5 83.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
EDUCATION 
High School 0 0.0 8 100.0 0 0.0 a 0.0 
1-3 Years of College 3 30.0 6 hO.O 1 10.0 a 0.0 
4 or More Years College 1 17.0 5 03.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Total Average 4 17.0 19 79.0 1 4.0 0 0.0 
---
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Ten of the officers surveyed ranked their department's relationsh i p 
with the community as "very good" (Tab l e W) . Five off icers ranke d t he ir 
department's relationship as "good" and nine as "average." o offi ce r 
ranked their department's relationship as any response below "average." 
While county officers were diverse in their opinion, municipal offi ce r s 
were clearly divided between two groups, those who believed t heir 
department's relationship was "very good" and those who believed it was 
"average." Both state officers responded in having a "very good" 
relationship with the community. 
Among the age groups, officers in their 20swere most like ly t o 
rank their department's relationship as "very good." Off icers in their 
30s ranked the relationship the lowest, with 54 % responding "average." 
The answers of officers 40 and above were well distributed. Wh ile half 
of reserved responded their department's relationship with t he communit y 
was "good," hal f of patrol officers and supervisors responded "very 
good." 
It was found that the more experience an of fic e r had , the be tt e r he 
ranked his department's relationship with the commun i t y . Wh i l e one -
fourth of officers with one year experience or less r anked t he ir 
department's r e lationship as "very good," hal f of thos e wi th 2-6 year s 
experience and well as those with more than s ix year s experience r a nke d 
their relationship as "very good." There was also an interesting 
pattern found among the educational groups. A clear maj ority of each 
group gave a different answer than the other educational groups. A 75% 
majority of high school graduated ranked their department's r e l a tionship 
as "average," while a 60 % majority of officers with 1-3 years o f college 
responded "very good." Of those of ficers with a bachelor' s de gr e e or 
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mo re, a 67 % majority ranked t heir re l ationship with the communit y as 
"good." 
TABLE W 
ITEM 26: HOW WOULD YOU RANK YOUR DEPARTMENT'S RELATIONSHIP 
WITH THE COMMUNITY ? 
Very Good 
< 
DEPARTMENT 
County 3 27.5 
Hunicipal 5 45.0 
State 2 100.0 
AGE 
21 - 29 5 56.0 
30-39 2 29.0 
40 and Above 3 37 .5 
RANK 
Reserve 1 17.0 
Patrol Officer 6 50. 0 
Supervisor 3 50.0 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Year or Less 2 25.0 
2-6 Years 5 50.0 
More than 6 Years 3 50. 0 
EDUCATION 
High School 2 25.0 
1-3 Years of College 6 60.0 
4 or More Years College 2 33.0 
Total Average 10 42.0 
Good 
N % 
5 45.0 
0 o 0 
0 0.0 
2 22 .0 
1 14 .0 
2 25.0 
3 50 .0 
1 8 . 0 
1 17 .0 
3 37. 5 
1 10.0 
17. 0 
0 0.0 
1 10.0 
4 67. 0 
5 20.0 
Average 
% 
3 27 .5 
6 55. 0 
0 0. 0 
2 22 . 0 
5 57 . 0 
3 37 . 5 
2 33 . 0 
5 42 . 0 
2 33 . 0 
3 37 . 5 
4 40 .0 
2 33 . 0 
6 75. 0 
3 30 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
9 38 .0 
Poor / Bad/ 
Ve r Bad 
t\ % 
0 0 .0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 .0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
0 0 . 0 
--
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Each of the respondents was asked "Which of the following 
fictitious police of ficers do you more relate to?" (Table X). The 
choices were: Sheriff Andy Taylor of The Andy Griffith Show, Sergeant 
Joe Friday of Dragnet, Detective Axel Foley of Beverly Hills Cop, and 
Inspector Harry Calahan of the Dirty Harry movies. This was without a 
doubt the most discussed and popular item in the survey according t o t he 
officers. Even several months after completing the survey, I have 
overheard of f icers discussing the question and asking each other which 
officer they chose and why. 
This attitudinal item gave officers an opportunity to compare 
themselves to the type of officer they hope others view them as. And y 
Taylor represents the ultimate community police off icer,. a good-hearted 
sheriff who is very familiar with residents and respected by the entire 
community. Joe Friday represents the serious-minded, by-the-book 
officer who is a stickler for detail. Axel Foley represents the good-
humored, energetic officer who may resort to unusual method s to 
accomplish goals. Dirty Harry is the most punitive type of officer who 
views the system as sympathetic to criminals and believes crime should 
be dealt with more aggressively. 
The most common response given by all officers was Andy Taylor, 
given by 42 % of the respondents. Joe Friday and Axel Foley each 
received 25% of the total responses. Only two officers related 
themselves as Dirty Harry. 
County officers were most likely to relate themselves to Andy 
Taylor or Joe Friday, while municipal officers were just as likely to 
relate to Axel Foley as Andy Taylor. While the serious-minded Joe 
Friday was the second most common response among county officers, it 
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was the least most common response among municipal off icers . Also , bot h 
of f icers who rela ted to Dirty Harry were municipal . 
TABLE X 
ITEM 27: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWI NG FICTITIOUS POLICE OFFICERS 
DO YOU MOST RELATE TO ? 
DEPARTMENT 
County 
Municipal 
State 
AGE 
21- 29 
30-39 
40 and Above 
RANK 
Reserve 
Patrol Of ficer 
Supervisor 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Year or Less 
2-6 Years 
More than 6 Years 
EDUCATION 
High School 
1-3 Years of College 
4 or More Years College 
Total Average 
Andy Taylor Joe Friday Axel Foley 
N % N % N % 
5 45.0 4 36.0 2 19 . 0 
4 36.0 1 10.0 4 36.0 
1 50.0 1 50.0 0 0 . 0 
') 22 .0 3 34.0 2 22 . 0 L 
,., 29. 0 2 29 . 0 3 42 . 0 
6 75.0 1 12 .5 1 12 . 5 
3 50.0 1 17. 0 2 33 . 0 
4 33.0 4 33.0 3 25 . 0 
3 ')0.0 16 . 6 1 16 . 6 
5 63.0 2 25 . 0 12 . 0 
2 20.fJ 2 20.0 4 40 . 0 
3 50.0 2 34.0 1 16 . 0 
5 63.0 2 25. 0 1 12 . 0 
2 20.0 2 20.0 4 40 . 0 
3 50.0 2 33 . 0 1 17 . 0 
10 42.0 6 25.0 6 25 . 0 
Harry 
Ca lahan 
N 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
2 
'" 10 
0 . 0 
18 .0 
0 .. 0 
22 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
9 . 0 
16 . 6 
0 . 0 
20 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 .0 
20 .0 
0 . 0 
8 .0 
--
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Among the a g e groups, off icers in their 20s were more d iversif ied 
in their answers, as i f searching for their identity . Of ficers i n their 
30s eliminated Dirty Harry as a choice, and related mo r e t o Ax e l Fole y . 
By the time an officer was 40 or above, a clear majorit y re lated t o And y 
Taylor. It was concluded from this pattern that the older an o ffi cer 
was, the less serious-minded like Joe Friday and the less punitiv e like 
Dirty Harry he was, and the more community-oriented like And y Taylor he 
became. 
While reserve officers and supervisors related mor e to And y Tay lo r, 
patrol o f ficers were more diverse in their responses. Of f icers with one 
year experience or less related more to Andy Taylor. With 2- 6 years 
experience, the responses became more diverse with an emphasis on Axel 
Foley. After more than six years experience, the average re s ponse 
returned to Andy Taylor. Officers with only a high school diploma 
responded with a 63 % majorit y to relating to Andy Taylor wh ile onl y 20 % 
of officers with 1-3 years of college responded the same. This g roup 
was most related to Axel Foley. Among officers with at least a 
bachelor's degree, half related to Andy Taylor and one-third to Joe 
Friday. 
The last page of the questionnaire was a twe nty item Guttman sca l e 
which asked officers to "Please check any of the f ol lowing communit y-
oriented police practices which you have personally participat e d in 
within the past year." A list of twenty common community polic i ng 
practices were listed. The most common practiced checked wa s " ma king 
security checks of businesses," given by twenty-three of the twent y - f our 
officers surveyed. The next most common response were "provide security 
at a school event." "introducing yoursel f to new member o f the 
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community ," and "participating i n a parade," each checked by ni neteen 
off icers. " Encouraging citizens t o so l ve t heir own problems withou t 
l egal intervention" rounded of f the top f ive responses wi t h eighteen 
checks. Table Y lists the practices and their f requency of be i ng 
checked. Only two of the choices were not listed by any of f ice r , 
"volunteer as a Big Brother or Sister" and "conducting door-to-door 
survey of residents." 
TABLE Y 
GUTT}~N SCALE: ON THE TWENTY CO~ruNITY POLICI NG PRACTIC ES LI STED , THE 
AVERAGE NUMBER EACH DEMOGRAPHIC GROUP CHECKED AS PERSONALLY 
PARTICIPATING I N WITHI N THE PAST YEAR 
DEPARTMENT 
Count y 
Municipal 
State 
AGE 
21 - 29 
30-39 
40 and Above 
RANK 
Reserve 
Patrol Officer 
Supervisor 
EXPERIENCE 
1 Year or Less 
2-6 Years 
More than b Years 
EDUCATION 
High School 
1-3 Years of College 
4 or More Years College 
Total Average 
Average ii of Pr a ctices 
7 . 64 
8 . 55 
12 .00 
8 . 44 
8 . 71 
8 . 13 
7 . 00 
9 . 58 
7 . 83 
8 . 25 
6 . 60 
11 . 6 7 
7. 63 
8 . 90 
8 . 67 
8 . 42 
.. 
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The average number of practices checked by a ll of ficers was 8.42 . 
County officers checked just below the average number while state 
of f icers checked the most with an average of 12.00 practices. There was 
very little variation found between the age groups. Patrol of f icers 
checked the higher number of practices among the ranks, while r eserves 
checked the fewest. Of course, reserve officers wor k l ess and there f ore 
do not have as much opportunity to participate in as many activ ities . 
Officers with one year experience or less checked near the average 
with 8.25. Officers with 2-6 years experience checked fewer practices 
with 6.60. At an average of 11.67 practices, officers with more than 
six years experience chose the most practices of that category . While 
there was little difference found between the educational groups, it was 
found that officers with a college education checked on average one mo re 
practice than those officers with only a high school diploma. 
Summary of Survey Findings 
Now that we have examined each item of the survey separate ly , it i s 
important to examine the overall findings of this surv ey . As discussed 
earlier, items 8 through 27 were a mix of attitudinal and behavior al 
items. Items in the survey categorized as attitudinal were a s f ollows : 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16,20, 24, 25, 26, and 27. The items categori zed 
as behavioral were: 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, and t he 20 item 
Guttman scale. Of the seven demographic items on the survey, fiv e were 
included for the comparison of officers: department, age, r a nk, 
experience, and education. By combining the findin gs of the attitudinal 
items and behavioral items, conclusions can be made about the community 
policing abilities of each demographic group. 
-
--
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After examining the attitudina l items, it was found that state 
officers demonstrated more favorable attitudes toward the communi t y t ha n 
county and municipal off icers. Municipal off icers showed the leas t 
favorable attitude. When examining the behavioral items. both stat e and 
county officers equally expressed more community policing behaviors t han 
municipal officers. Overall, state of f icers expressed the most 
favorable attitude and behaviors toward community policing and munic i pa l 
officers showed the least amount. 
When comparing the age groups, officers in their 20s showed mo re 
favorable attitudes and behaviors toward the community than older 
officers. It was found that the younger the officer, the more community 
police-oriented he or she was. These findings in Haskell County did not 
match the findings of a similar study conducted within the Chica go 
Police Department in 1993. According to Lurigio and Skogan (1994 . 
p. 329), older officers in Chicago expressed more f avorable attitudes 
toward community policing than younger officers. The Haskell County 
study did, however, discover that the older an officer was, the les s 
likely he was to have a punitive role model and the more likely he wa s 
to have a community-oriented role model. This wa s based on the f indings 
of item twenty-seven of the survey. 
After comparing the ranks, reserve officers (the lowe s t ranking 
group) expressed the most favorable attitudes toward the community. 
Again, this did not match Lurigio and Skogan's findings that higher 
ranking officers are the most favorable toward community policing . A 
review of item eight's findings is an excellent example of the trend 
found in Haskell County. When answering the question "Why did you 
choose to become a police officer?", two-thirds of reserve officers and 
--
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42 % of regular officers said "to help the communit y ," while supe rv isors 
were three times as likely to list "help themselves" than "help 
community." Interestingly, patrol officers expressed t he least 
favorable attitude toward the community, but they showed the most 
community policing behaviors of any rank. This suggests that these 
patrol off icers may not be as enthusiastic toward the philosophy of 
community policing as other ranks, but they readily practice communit y 
policing on the job. 
When comparisons were made of officers based on their experience, 
officers expressed the most favorable attitudes toward the community 
with one year experience or less. When comparing community policing 
behaviors, however, officers with more than six years experience 
expressed the most. This suggests that as an of fi cer enters law 
enforcement, he or she has more optimistic attitudes toward the 
community. As the officer gains experience, the more l i ke l y he or s he 
is to participate in community policing behaviors. 
Officers were also compared based on their highest level of 
education. Officers with at least a bachelor' s degree had the mos t 
favorable attitude toward the community, fo llowed by those with 1-3 
years of college. When comparing the community policing behavi or s of 
each educational group, officers with 1-3 years of coll ege expressed the 
most, followed by those with four years or more college . Off icers with 
only a high school diploma showed the least favorable attitude and least 
amount of behavior toward community policing. 
While certain demographic groups showed more community policing 
skills than others, it is i mportant to note that all officers in Haske l l 
County showed potential in thi s philosophy. Just because certain 
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of f icers are excellent at community policing doe s not mean that o t her 
of f icers lack thes e s kills. Overall, each department, a ge gr oup , r a nk , 
experience level, and educational group demonstrat ed suf f ic i ent 
knowled ge of community policing , had positive attitudes towa r d t he 
community , and expressed behaviors which are f avorable toward community 
policing. 
---
CONCLUSION 
After reviewing numerous literature on community policing , 
conducting a participant observer study, and surveying off icer s , it is 
clear that the objectives set forth by this study have been comp l eted . 
An understanding of community policing has been estab l ished through an 
extensive literature review. The disregard of smal l communitie s i n 
community policing studies has been shown as well as the low rat e of 
crime in rural areas, especially Haskell County, when compared to l a r ger 
populations. Through both observational and survey f indings, off icers 
in Haskell County were found to have favorable attitudes and behaviors 
toward the community. The survey portions of the study als o f ound 
di ff erences in the responses of officers when compared demographical ly . 
While numerous explanations of communit y policing we r e fo und whi l e 
conducting this research, each definition was basically t he s ame . 
Community policing is a philosophy which encourages the communit y a nd 
the police to work together with the common goal of making their 
community safer. It is a back to the basics philosophy in which th e 
community itself takes responsibility for its own protection by working 
directly with law enforcement. It is important that off icers h ave a 
positive attitude toward the community and exhibit communit y policing 
behaviors in order to make this philosophy work. An understanding of 
community policing had to be established in order to realize what 
attitudes and behaviors expressed by officers should be considered 
positive toward the community. 
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As discussed in this study, previous research on community-oriented 
pol icing has ignored smaller department s and communities. This researc h 
shows the valuable information which many researchers are missing by 
ignoring smaller departments and communities. Not only should mor e 
research be done on rural community policing, but such research can 
provide a framework or model for larger departments t o f ol low. The 
factors which create the close-knit community and excellent po l ic e-
community relations found in rural areas should be duplicated by l arger 
departments which are establishing a community policing program. 
Haskell County is an excellent example of a rural community in which 
citizens and law enforcement have an excellen t relationship whi ch 
encourages the existence of community policing. 
The crime statistics which were examined during this r esea rch 
clearly showed that Haskell County's crime rate is low comp ared t o it s 
surrounding counties and the state of Oklahoma. Haskell County 's r a te 
of violent crime was especially low. Whil e ther e i s no dir ec t evide nce 
that community policing or the excellent r e lationship be twee n off i cers 
and citizens in Haskell County alone is responsibl e fo r the count y ' s l ow 
rate of crime, it is clear that community poli c ing can exis t in a 
community of few crimes. This finding can be us ed t o dis c red i t those 
critics who view community policing as ine ff ective a gains t cr ime . Thi s 
is further evidence which shows that Haskell County make s an exce llent 
model for other agencies interested in communit y policing to f ollow. 
Perhaps the most significant f inding of the partic ipant observer 
was the use of both traditional and non-traditional me thods o f law 
enforcement in Haskell County. ~~ile I observed and participat ed in 
traditional police methods such a s patrol, inve s tigations, traffic, and 
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arrests, I have also had t he opportunit y to participa t e in activit ies 
which would not be found in many department s , especially t hos e l ocate d 
in larger cities. The law enf orcement rodeo and parade which prov i des 
an unforgettable source of entertainment to the community i s a ve r y 
unique and non-traditional activity . Very f ew law enf orcement a gencies 
have a close enough relationship with their community to even attempt 
such an event. 
Through my numerous assignments of working ball games, dances, 
parades, carnivals, and other community events, I found my s e l f being 
more of a law enforcement representative than simply providing security . 
Most everyone goes out of their way to speak t o of f icers, relaying 
information, making suggestions, or simply visiting . I hav e also been 
very impressed by the community's financia l assistance to law 
enforcement. When money is needed for equipment or a program, 
especially one such as D.A.R. E., the communit y ral l ies toget her and 
insures the funds are made available throu gh generous dona ti ons . 
The survey portion of this research gave an ins i gh t t o th e 
attitudes and behaviors of Haske ll County l aw enfo rcement of ficers . 
While certain demographic groups such as s tate of f ice r s , yo unge r 
officers, and college educated officers showed mo r e commun i t y pol ic ing 
skills than others, all officers demonstrated a gene r a lly pos it ive 
attitude toward community policing and actively us e the philos ophy . Th e 
positive attitudes found in the surveys were confirmed by t he posi tive 
behaviors exhibited by officers during the observational study . The 
surveys also gave officers the opportunity to reflect on their actions 
and given more thought to improving their o\o..'Tl community polic ing skill s . 
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Based on the f indings of thi s research, both through literature 
review and survey, an officers ' attitudes and behaviors towa rd communit y 
policing improved with education. It was also found t h a t the more 
police training an of ficer had, the more community police-oriented t he 
officer was. This suggests that departments can increase t he ir a bi l ity 
to effectively use community policing by having a well educated f orc e . 
While it would not be practical f or a small department to require e very 
officer to hold a bachelor's degree, incentives which encourage offi cer s 
to continue their education and receive more advanced police trai ning 
would be a good step in assisting with the philosophy of community 
policing. 
An important part of this conclusion is the recommendation which 
should be considered by any agency with access tu this stud. Co pie s of 
this research will be made available to all agencies in Has kell Count y . 
I would encourage all officers who read this research to use it to 
further educate themselves on the topic and continue t o make 
improvements on their community policing skills. 
As a result of my observational study as an offi ce r in th e f i e ld, I 
have concluded that the two most common problems which l ead t o c rime i n 
Haskell County are alcoholism and domestic violence. The ma j ority of 
domestic violence calls I have made also involved a lcohol. Bas ed on 
this, I would recommend that the community and police work to gether more 
aggressively to combat alcoholism and thus reduce the pr obl ems caused by 
alcohol consumption in the county. 
Each department in Haskell County should consider th e 
recommendations of officers as given in the survey portion o f this 
research. For example, item twelve of the survey findings showed that 
• 
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37.5% of officers believed more community involvement would be a ma j or 
factor in reducing crime in their community. Just as many off icer s als o 
wanted more of ficers hired and increased f unding for their department. 
In order to satisfy these recommendations, departments can encourage 
more involvement from the community and the community itsel f can in turn 
put pressure on county commissioners and other obstacles which cause law 
enforcement funding to be low. 
Item sixteen provides another opportunity to hear the 
recommendations of officers. As stated in the survey findings, the two 
most common programs officers would like their department to f ocus on i n 
the future are youth-oriented and drug prevention programs. Raising the 
educational standards of officers and improving communication with the 
public were also common recommendations. All ideas listed by officers 
should be seriously considered by each department. 
I would recommend that each department establish periodic communit y 
policing forums. Such public meetings would provide a way fo r off i cers 
to speak to the community of various issues such as cr i me prevention, 
volunteerism, and home safety. The community could be educated on the 
importance of readily knowing such inf ormation as having exact 
directions to their house if they call for emer gency servi ces . The s e 
meetings could also provide a way to introduce new off icers or members 
of the community to each other. Not only should officers speak to 
citizens, but a community policing forum provides a good opportunity f or 
citizens to voice their ideas and concerns. Members of the community 
would be welcome to get involved in their own protection, such as 
establishing the very effective program of a neighborhood watch. Both 
the officers and community of Haskell County would benefit from such 
periodic forums. 
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Bas e d on the literature review and comments made by several 
of ficer s and citizens to me, I would recommend that municipa l 
departments establish a regular foot patrol through busin es s d istrict s 
and residential neighborhoods. The largest municipal a g enc y in the 
county, Stigler Police Department, could assign one o ff ice t o t h is d ut y 
or rotate the assignment to all o f ficers. As discussed earlie r, 
research has f ound that foot patrols are an ef f ective way to ga in mo r e 
direct access to the public. This practice helps to reverse the 
alienation caused by motorized patrol. While it would be i mpo ssib le fo r 
the sheriff's department to foot patrol the vast rural county , the 
municipal departments could easily establish such a prog ram. 
The survey portion of the research found that several o ff icer s 
suggested the establishment o f a foot patro l , thus showing tha t a n 
interest already exists for such a program. One o f ficer suggested t hat 
the Stigler Police Department activate a bike patro l i n the commun i t y . 
This is common supplement to f oot patrol . By us i ng b icycles , off i c e r s 
fati gue is decreased and response time is increa s e d while st ill al l owi ng 
direct contact with citizens. All munic ipal a ge ncie s in the count y , 
especially Stigler, would only benefit from such communit y - o ri e nt e d 
patrols. With the recent COPS grant, such pr ograms s hould be easier t o 
implement. 
It is hoped that this research has helped to further promote t he 
use of community policing by educating readers on t h e s ub ject. Ha s kell 
County provided an excellent study population for re s e a rch on communit y 
policing. I found that o f ficers were more than happy to cooperate not 
only with me on thi s study, but most importantly with the community a s a 
whole on a daily basi s . Of f icers were eager t o learn more a bout 
community policing and were anxious to participate i n the study . 
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The two questions asked at the beginning of the r esearch have be en 
answered. The first question asked "Do off icers in Haskell Co unt y 
express favorable attitudes and behaviors toward the community? " The 
findings of this research clearly indicated the of f icers expre ss ed ve r y 
favorable attitudes and behaviors toward the communit y . The second 
question asked "Are officers' att.itudes and behaviors toward the 
community different when compared by department, rank , a ge, experience , 
and education?" There were differences found between the demog raphic 
groups, suggesting that certain officers may be more prone t o t he 
philosophy of community policing. Further research should be done t o 
determine exactly why variations are found among the dif f erent groups. 
This research has also shown the significance of including smaller 
agencies and communities in communit y policing studies. I f ma j or 
researchers would stop ignoring smaller departments, i t i s possible that 
they could discover wh y a lower rate of crime ex ist s in these rural 
areas and develop methods of encouraging metropolitan areas t o copy t he 
examples of smaller communities. Haskell County should be cons idered a n 
excellent example of law enforcement off icers express i ng pos itive 
attitudes and behaviors toward the community, thus encourag ing the 
existence of community policing . 
In closing, I wish the community and of ficers of Haskell County a 
successful continuation of their working partnership in combating crime . 
I would also like to thank the officers of Haskell County for their 
dedication to protecting others, a dedication which I have f ound to be 
very inspirational in my decision to pursue law enforcement a s a 
-
career. I wi l l never f orget how proud I was t o s e rve the citiz ens o f 
Has kell County. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE STATUS OF COMMUNI TY POLICI NG 
I N HASKELL COUNTY OKLAHOMA 
(Responses will remain anonymous and f ind ings ar e fo r 
research purposes only . ) 
1. What department are you employed with ? 
2. What is your rank? 
3. What is your age ? 
4. How many years have you been a police of ficer ? 
5. How many years have you lived in Haskell Count y? 
6. What is your highest level of education? 
7. What hours do you normally patrol? 
8. Why did you choose to become a police office r ? 
9. Describe the primary responsibility o f a police of f icer. 
10. What determines the effectiveness of the pol ice ? 
11. What do you believe is the most common cause of crime? 
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12 . How do you believe crime could be reduced in your community ? 
13. Describe your definition of community-oriente d policing . 
14. Give examples of community-oriented policing used by your 
department. 
15. Give examples of how you personnally use community-oriented 
policing. 
1 16 
16. What types of programs would you like to s ee your dep ar t me nt f ocus 
on in the future? 
17. Have you received any tr a ining in 
community-oriented policing? 
18. In the past year, how many journal a rticle s o r books 
have you read on community-orient e d policing? 
19. In the past year, how many times have you 
volunteered your free time to community programs? 
20. Do most officers in your department display 
a professional appearance to the public? 
21. Estimate the number of citizens 
you speak with during one shift. 
22. Of the citizens you speaK with during one s hift, about wha t 
percentage of those contacts are currective in nature ? 
23. Estimate the percentage of persons in 
your community that you know by name. 
24. Which of the following has the greatest ability to reduce crime ? 
A. The community C. The court system 
B. The police D. The lawmakers 
25. How supportive is your community of local law enforcement ? 
A. Very Supportive C. Unsupportive 
B. Supportive D. Very Unsupportive 
26. How would you rank your department's relationship with t he 
community? 
A. Very Good D. Poor 
B. Good E. Bad 
C. Average F. Very Bad 
27. Which of the f ollowing fictitious police officer s do you more 
relate to'? 
A. Sheriff Andy Taylor (Andy Griffith Show) 
B. Sergeant Joe Friday (Dragnet) 
C. Detective Axel Foley (Beverly Hills Cop) 
D. Inspector Harry Calahan (Dirty Harry) 
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PLEASE CHECK vi ANY OF THE FOLLOWI NG COMMUNITY-ORIENTED POLICE 
PRACTICES WHICH YOU HAVE PERSONALLY PARTICI PATED IN WI THI THE PAST 
YEAR. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18 . 
19. 
20. 
Meeting with community groups (VFW, Lions Club, ew Cen tury , 
etc.) 
Membership with community groups (Lions Club, Kiwanis, 
Masons, etc.) 
Me eting with senior citizen group 
Meeting with local merchants 
Meeting with a reli gious group 
Volunteer for Boy/Girl Scouts, Campfire, Brownies 
Volunteern as a Big Brother or Sister 
Sponsoring/assisting with a juvenile-oriented sporting event 
Talking with students at their school 
Attend school board meeting 
Provide security at a school event 
Conducting a door-to-door survey of residents 
Patrolling a neighborhood on foot 
Making security checks of businesses 
Introducing yourself to new members of the communit y 
Participating in a parade 
Assisted in contacting a counseling service for someone 
Assisting with community crime prevention programs 
(neighborhood watch, etc.) 
Analyzing and solving neighborhood problems 
Encouraging citizens to solve their own problems without 
legal intervention 
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